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Abstract

Arctic sea ice cover has undergone considerable changes during the past

few decades, which has been evident as substantial thinning and decreasing

extent of sea ice. The objective of this study is to describe the effect of

thermodynamical and dynamical processes on ice thickness, and to give a

comprehensive overview of average conditions, variability and changes of

the Arctic climate, Arctic Ocean and its ice cover.

Variability and changes of Arctic sea ice thickness were determined from

the ice draft data collected with submarine based sonars by U.S. Navy and

Royal Navy. The data cover roughly the central half of the Arctic Ocean,

but the seasonal, regional and interannual distribution of cruises is uneven.

To study the regional factor in variability and possible changes, the area of

released data is divided in six regions: North Pole, Canada Basin, Beaufort

Sea, Chukchi Cap, Eastern Arctic and Nansen Basin. Analyses concentrate

on spring (April-May) and autumn (September-October) because of the best

sampling density and possibility to study the behaviour of annual maximum

and minimum thicknesses and seasonal variability.

Results show considerable decrease in mean thickness in almost all re-

gions, but the thinning has been most pronounced in the regions with ini-

tially thickest ice. This has led to decreased regional variability. In most of

the regions thinning has been stronger in spring (0.6-0.8m per decade) than

in autumn (0.2-0.6m per decade), which has caused a decline in seasonal

variability. The evolution has been exceptional in Nansen Basin, where

changes are remarkably small, and in Chukchi Cap, where autumn mean

draft has increased 0.2m.

Ice draft distributions reveal clear changes in the composition of ice cover.
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Strongest as well as regionally and seasonally most uniform of all observed

changes is the loss of thick, mostly deformed ice. Thick ice has been re-

placed by younger, and the proportion of first year ice has clearly increased.

Strongest changes were observed in Beaufort Sea, where characteristics of

draft distribution turned from perennial to seasonal ice zone type. In Nansen

Basin changes were considerably smaller than in other regions.

Overall observed changes can be considered significant, and they provide

an improvement on current view of the behaviour of the Arctic sea ice cover.

Results are in fairly good agreement with previous studies. Decrease of sea-

sonal variability is a new finding, that . Regional and seasonal distribution

of changes represent the complex interplay between thermodynamics and

dynamics, and can not be explained solely by changes in the surface air

temperature or wind field.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Arctic sea ice cover has undergone considerable changes during the past

few decades, which has been evident as substantial thinning of sea ice (e.g.

Rothrock et al., 1999; Wadhams and Davis, 2000; Yu et al., 2004; ACIA,

2005), a reduction of sea ice extent (e.g. Parkinson et al., 1999; Comiso

et al., 2008), and the decrease in average ice age (e.g. Pfirman et al., 2004;

Maslanik et al., 2007). Recorded minimum ice extents in 2005 and 2007

state that changes have even accelerated during last years (Comiso et al.,

2008). Arctic sea ice has an important role in the global climate system, as

well as in the global ocean circulation, but its response to the changes in

the atmosphere and ocean are not yet very well predicted.

The evolution of a sea ice cover is a result of complex interplay between

thermodynamics and dynamics, and the thickness as well as the extent of

Arctic sea ice displays significant natural variability with variations from

seasonal to decadal time scales. Due to the lack of comprehensive observa-

tions, the current understanding is largely based on mathematical models.

Since 2006 previously classified data from 37 submarine cruises of U.S Navy

and Royal Navy have been publicly available through National Snow and

Data Center (NSIDC), which brings a valuable improvement in the current

knowledge. In this study these measurements of sea ice draft, the under

water level portion of ice thickness, from years 1975-2000 are examined to

determine the changes and variability of Arctic sea ice cover. The main

objectives of this study are:
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1. To determine changes in the mean ice draft and volume

2. To examine seasonal and regional variability of mean draft, and possible

changes in the range of variability.

3. To define the regional and seasonal composition of ice cover by deter-

mining the fractional area and volume of first year ice, multiyear ice

and deformed ice, and possible changes in these fractions.

4. To evaluate the impact of thermodynamics and dynamics on the evo-

lution of Arctic sea ice cover.

Data from submarine based sonars have been used in several studies, e.g.

Rothrock et al. (1999), Tucker et al. (2001), Winsor (2001) and Yu et al.

(2004). Anyhow, all these previous studies have utilized only a small part

of the data available since 2006. Also, all these previous researches have

been based on the data from only one season. The analyses in this study

cover two seasons, spring and autumn, which enables the examination of

annual maximum and minimum thicknesses and the seasonal variability,

and thereby provide an improvement on the current undestanding of the

evolution of the Arctic sea ice cover.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Geophysical background

2.1.1 Thermodynamical growth of sea ice

Ice cover grows and melts vertically in response to imbalance between net

heat fluxes at upper and lower boundary and internal conduction of heat.

In general this may be formulated as a one-dimensional heat equation of ice

(Makshtas, 1998):

ciρi

∂T

∂t
=

∂

∂z

(

λi

∂T

∂z
+ J

)

(2.1)

where ci and λi are heat capacity and thermal conductivety of ice, ρi is

density, Li is latent heat of fusion, T = T (t, z) is temperature within ice

and J is the intensity of internal heating due to penetrating short wave

radiation. at the upper surface

Boundary conditions of the heat equation (2.1) at the upper surface are

(Makshtas, 1998):

F0 = λi

∂T

∂z
, T0 < 273K (2.2)

Liρi

∂h

∂t
= −λi

∂T

∂z
+ F0 , T0 ≥ 273K (2.3)

where T0 denotes surface temperature and F0 total heat flux at the upper

surface.
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Boundary conditions of (2.1) at the ice-ocean interface are (Makshtas,

1998):

Liρi

∂h

∂t
= −λi

∂T

∂z
− Fw , T0 ≥ 273K (2.4)

where Fw is heat flux from the ocean.

At the upper surface total heat flux F0 is

F0 = (1 − α)Fr − I0 + FL ⇓ −FL ⇑ +Fs + Fe (2.5)

Here Fr is incoming solar short-wave radiation, α is surface albedo and thus

(1 − α) the portion of incident radiation absorbed by underlying medium.

Other flux terms in the equation 2.5 are: the shot-wave flux penetrating

into the ice I0, the incoming and outgoing long-wave radiation fluxes FL ⇓

and FL ⇑ and the turbulent sensible heat and latent heat fluxes Fs and Fe.

When ice grows at the ice-ocean interface, the latent heat must be con-

ducted through the ice and snow cover to the atmosphere. The conductive

heat flux, Fc = −λi
∂T
∂z

, depends on the thermal conductivity of ice, λi and

the local temperature gradient at the depth z. In general temperature pro-

file through the ice is not linear, and this nonlinearity influence on several

properties, like density, specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of

sea ice, making the exact thermodynamical calculations very complicated

(Steele and Flato, 2000). Anyhow, in the case of thin ice or slow changes in

the surface energy balance with respect to the heat conduction rate it can

be approximated with linear temperature gradient (Eicken, 2003), but e.g.

in the Arctic conditions this approach is not appropriate.

According to (2.4), the conductive heat flux, Fc and oceanic heat flux, Fw,

are balanced by the release or uptake of latent heat, L, during the freezing

or melting for a thickness change dh
dt

for ice of density ρi. If the oceanic

heat flux,Fw is 0, ice thickens as long as the surface temperature is less than

the freezing point of sea water. In the Arctic ocean Fw has typically small

values, and ice can reach very high thicknesses by thermodynamical growth.

Annual mean of Fw for central Arctic is about 2 Wm−2 (Barry et al., 1993),

while in the North American Arctic annual means are even much smaller

(Eicken, 2003).
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Figure 2.1: Typical growth rates of sea ice in the central Arctic (Thorndike et al., 1975).

Growth of ice is dependent on temperature difference between upper and

lower boundary, and because the bottom of the ice is always at the freez-

ing point, surface air temperature (SAT) becomes an important indicator

of thermodynamical growth of sea ice. Also the thickness of the ice and

overlying snow is an important attribute on ice growth since it determines

the distance over which the latent heat released in freezing at the ice bottom

must be conducted. One more important contributor on ice growth is the

distribution of liquid brine within the ice (Thorndike et al., 1975).

Unlike the ice growth during winter, summer melting occurs mostly in

the upper surface of ice, and is thus nearly independent of ice thickness.

Oceanic heat flux causes also bottom melting as well as lateral melting

on the edges of ice floes. The decreased surface albedo due to melting of

overlying snow cover and formation of melt ponds leads to internal melting

when short wave solar radiation penetrates into the ice.

Thorndike et al. (1975) showed the dependence of the growth rate (neg-

ative for melting) on the ice thickness in central Arctic (Figure 2.1). Figure

2.1 shows, how strongly the growth rate during the winter depends on ice

thickness, while the dependence during the summer melt season is very
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weak. In winter very thin ice grows rapidly, over 10 cm per day in central

Arctic (Thorndike et al., 1975), and thus leads are quickly covered by new

thin ice. Growth rate decreases rapidly with increasing thickness, and 1

meter thick ice grows only about 1 cm per day in the winter conditions of

central Arctic. In summer melting is almost independent on ice thickness,

and occurs with rate of -1.5 cm per day in the case of very thin ice, and the

rate approaches -1 cm per day with increasing thickness.

In the Arctic ice flows can circulate several years and experience several

periods of winter ice growth and summer melting. During its first winter

in the Arctic ice can grow thermodynamically up to 2 meters (Maykut and

Untersteiner, 1971), which is thus considered as the upper limit of first year

ice (FYI) thickness in the spring. Summer melt decreases ice thickness no

more than 1 meter, and in the end of melt season thickness of FYI can

be expected to reach about 1 meter (see Figure 2.2). As described earlier,

growth rate decreases with increasing ice thickness because of insulation

effect, while summer melt remains nearly constant. After some years ice

reaches the point where winter ice growth equals to summer melt, and ice

reaches the equilibrium thickness, which depends on local climate. Accord-

ing to one-dimensional thermodynamical model of Maykut and Untersteiner

(1971), the equilibrium thickness of Arctic sea ice is in the range of 3 to 5

meters at the end of growth season, depending on the climatic conditions

assumed.

The influence of over laying snow cover on ice growth and equilibrium

thickness depends on the snow depth. The sensitivity of equilibrium thick-

ness to maximum annual snow depth was studied by Maykut and Unter-

steiner (1971), who showed the duplex effect of snow cover. Due to its small

thermal conductivity, snow is an insulator that slows the ice growth rate in

winter. In the summer, snow cover shields the ice from direct solar radiation

and also keeps the surface albedo higher than in the case bare ice, and thus

the existence of snow cover can delay the intense ice melt. In the case of

very thin snow cover, when annual maximum snow depth is less than 20 cm,

increase in snow depth slightly increases the equilibrium thickness, but for

the annual maximum snow depth of 20-50 cm insulating effect dominates,
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Figure 2.2: The pattern of ice growth in the central Arctic (Maykut and Untersteiner,

1971).

and the equilibrium thickness decreases with increasing snow depth (Maykut

and Untersteiner, 1971). If snow becomes too thick to melt completely dur-

ing the summer (over about 50 cm in the Arctic conditions), equilibrium

thickness increases rapidly. In the Arctic, annual maximum snow depth is

typically 30-50 cm, and thus in the range where snow cover acts mostly like

insulator, and slows down the ice growth (Wadhams, 2000).

2.1.2 Ice dynamics and deformations

Ice cover is a thin layer between two moving fluids, ocean and atmosphere,

and it moves as a response to stresses at both upper and lower surface of

the ice causing opening of leads or polynias and ridging or drafting. Ice

dynamics depend on (1) momentum balance, that describes forces acting

on ice cover; (2) ice rheology, that tells how ice cover behaves as a material

under different kind of stresses; (3) ice strength, on which depend the nature

and magnitude of stress needed to make the ice fracture; and (4) mass

balance, which considers the dependence of ice thickness characteristics on

growth, decay and drift (Wadhams, 2000).
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Momentum balance equation concerning the main forces acting on a unit

are of the sea ice cover is

Ma = τa + τw + FC + Fi + Ft (2.6)

where the change of momentum balances sum of air and water drags τa

and τw, the Coriolis force FC, internal friction Fi and and the sea surface

tilt Ft (Haas, 2003). Scale analysis of the momentum equation reveal, that

governing terms are air and water stresses, and internal friction in the case

of compact ice (Leppäranta, 2005).

Air and water drags are proportional to the square of the wind or water

velocity relative to the ice surface and to the dimensionless drag coefficient

C, which depend on the Reynolds number and surface roughness (Lep-

päranta, 2005). For the planetary boundary layer geostrophic flow serve as

undisturbed reference velocity, and air and water drags τa and τw can be

written (Leppäranta, 2005):

τa = ρaCaUag (cosθa + sinθak×) Uag (2.7)

τw = ρwCw | Uwg − u | (cosθw + sinθwk×) (Uwg − u) (2.8)

where ρa and ρw are air and water densities, Ca and Cw are drag coefficients

of air and water, θa and θw are the boundary layer turning angles in air

and water, and u, Uag, Uwg and are velocities of ice, geostrophic wing

and geostrophic ocean current. Coriolis effect causes the flow to turn in

the planetary boundary layer so that in the northern hemisphere angles are

positive and turning counterclockwise. Often the role of water drag on ice

motion is to slow down the drift forced by the wind, but in the case of very

strong current water drag can be accelerating an ice floe (Wadhams, 2000).

The Coriolis force is important in the large scale motion, like global winds

and ocean currents, and it slightly effects also on ice drift. The Coriolis force

is directed 90◦ to the right of ice velocity in the northern hemisphere and

90◦ to the left in the southern hemisphere, and can be written

FC = ρihfk × u (2.9)
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where ρi is ice density, h is ice thickness, f denotes Coriolis parameter (f =

2ωsinφ, ω=angular velocity of Earth, φ=latitude), k is a unit vector and

u ice velocity. As the equation 2.9 shows, the strength of the Coriolis force

depends on latitude and on ice thickness, so that it gets maximum values

at poles. The importance of Coriolis force on momentum balance increases

with increasing thickness and shorthening inertial time scale (Leppäranta,

2005).

Internal stress Fi describes the total force acting on a unit area of ice

cover due to stresses transmitted from the parts of surrounding ice sheet.

These stresses can be caused by differential winds or currents, and they

are very difficult to measure and parametrise in models (Wadhams, 2000).

Internal stress becomes significant only when ice field is compact, but in the

case of compact ice field it is one of the dominant terms.

The last term in the momentum balance is the stress due to sea surface

tilt Ft, which occurs because the sea surface does not necessarily correspond

to the geoid and causes horizontal pressure gradient force (Wadhams, 2000).

The sea surface tilt stress is insignificant over a period of few days, but

becomes more important over periods of several months (Wadhams, 2000).

In the case of open ice field with concentration less than 80%, ice moves

without being affected by collisions with neighbouring ice floes and inter-

nal stress can be neglected, and ice motion follows the free drift solution

(Leppäranta, 2005). The most simplified solution of free drift shows that

ice motion is parallel to the direction of geostrophic wind, i.e. atmospheric

isobars, with the velocity of about 2% of wind velocity (Leppäranta, 2005).

This is actually accurate solution in the absence of geostrophic ocean cur-

rent, but is often stated as general a rule of thumb for the free drift. More

general solutions depend on boundary-layer parameters, and in the Arc-

tic free drifting sea ice has typically velocity of 2% of wind velocity and is

directed 30◦ to the right from wind direction (Thorndike and Colony, 1982).

In compact ice field it must be considered how stress is transmitted

through the ice and how the ice cover responds to stress when it is not

free to move unrestrictedly. When the compactness of ice cover exceeds

80%, the internal stress rises significantly, and can not be ignored anymore.
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The behaviour of compact ice cover depend on following rheological charac-

ters of sea ice cover: (1) tensile strength is very small, (2) shear strength is

significant, (3) compressive strength is high and more than shear strength

(4) ice has no memory (Leppäranta, 2005). There are several possible rhe-

ologies, of which three basic models are linear elastic, linear viscous and

ideal plastic. In linear elastic behaviour stress is propotional to the strain,

in linear viscous model stress is propotional to strain rate and in ideal plas-

tic model material collapses when the stress reaches a certain level, so called

yield strength (Leppäranta, 2005). These basic rheological models can be

expanded or combined to catch better the behaviour of the medium. In sea

ice models Hiblerťs viscous-plastic rheology has been widely used. It con-

siders sea ice viscous material for small stresses, i.e. stress is proportional

to strain rate, but for stresses at a certain yield level sea ice behaves like

plastic material.

Since the tensile strength of sea ice is very small, divergent stress over

ice field can open up cracks which widen to form leads (Wadhams, 2000).

In winter leads refreeze very rapidly due to large temperature difference

between atmosphere and ocean and the great growth rate of thin ice. When

the stress field becomes convergent and sufficiently strong the weakest part

of ice cover, usually young ice in refrozen leads, is crushed building up heaps

of broken ice blocks above and below the water level, so called pressure ridges

(Wadhams, 2000). These pressure ridges can reach very high thicknesses,

much greater than thermodynamically grown ice floes, and in the regions

where ice ridges are present they make an important contribution to total

mass of sea ice. The above-water part of ice ridge is called sail and the

below-water part is called keel. Keels are much more extensive than sails,

and typically keel draft to sail height ratios are of the order 3-4:1, with

larger ratios for FYI (Wadhams, 1998). The deepest ridge keel recorded

had a draft of 47 m and highest recorded sail was 13 m (Wadhams, 1998).

Keels are usually also 2-3 times wider than sails and thus after Archimedes

law the volume ratio between keel and sail is higher than the ratio between

draft and height (Wadhams, 2000).
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2.1.3 Thickness distribution and ice types

Ice floes with different thicknesses respond differently to similar forcing and

many properties of sea ice depend strongly on its thickness, e.g. growth rate,

compressive strength, potential energy, salt content as well as surface tem-

perature and therefore further also turbulent and radiative heat exchange

with atmosphere (Thorndike et al., 1975). When studying the properties of

ice pack it is thus important to know the properties and relative extent of

different ice thicknesses. The thickness distribution is a spatial density func-

tion, which is comparable with probability density function, and describes

the fractional area cover by ice with different thicknesses in particular region,

and it is a fundamental attribute of an ice region containing information of

several properties of ice field. The theory of ice thickness distribution was

developed by Thorndike et al. (1975). It is defined as

∫ h2

h1

g(h)dh =
1

R
A(h1, h2), (2.10)

where R denotes the total area of the region, and A(h1, h2) is the area

within region R covered by ice with thickness h in the range h1 ≤ h < h2

(Thorndike et al., 1975). Ice thickness distribution g(h) has a dimension

L−1, but the distribution can be presented as dimensionless fraction (proba-

bility as percentage) if the g(h) is multiplied by bin width of the distribution

dh.

In the ice thickness distribution three main ice types, FYI, MYI and

deformed ice, can be determined by setting the thickness range of each type.

FYI has experienced no more than one growth and one melting season,

and on the basis of model of Maykut and Untersteiner (1971) it can be

assumed to reach as maximum about 2 meters in the end of growth season

in spring, and about 1 meter after summer melt in autumn, which give

the upper limits for FYI thickness in the seasons of annual maximum and

minimum thicknesses. In the ice thickness distribution g(h) ice to the right

from FYI consists MYI. Thickness of level MYI approaches the equilibrium

thickness, which can be set as upper limit for MYI, i.e. depending on

climatological conditions 3-5 m. Ice thicker than equilibrium thickness is

most likely deformed.
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Figure 2.3: Typical shape of ice draft distribution in the Arctic Ocean (Wadhams, 2000).

Typical shape of g(h) depends on the climatological conditions. In peren-

nial ice zone (PIZ) ice is present during all seasons, while in seasonal ice

zone (SIZ) ocean gets ice free by the end of summer. Ice thickness distri-

butions in PIZ and SIZ have distinct characteristics that vary seasonally.

In spring g(h) both in PIZ and in SIZ have typically one clear peak, that

is located in FYI in SIZ and in MYI in PIZ. In autumn PIZ have typi-

cally bi-modal thickness distribution with modal thickness in MYI, second

maximum in very thin FYI and a local minimum between them. In SIZ in

autumn g(h) is dominated by very thin FYI and open water and thicker ice

types have minor concentration. Figure 2.3 shows some typical probability

density functions of ice draft in the Arctic Ocean.

Conservation of ice

Changes in the ice thickness distribution g can be described (Thorndike

et al., 1975):

∂g

∂t
= −

∂

∂h
(fg) −∇ · (ug) + Ψ (2.11)
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where f(h,x, t) = ∂h
∂t
|thermal is the thermodynamical growth or melt rate of

ice of thickness h at the location x and time t, and u is the ice velocity.

First term on the right side of the equation 2.9 represents the thermody-

namical growth as a function of ice thickness, location and time. Second and

third terms describe the influence of dynamics. −∇·(ug) denotes the diver-

gence and Ψ is the redistribution function, which describes the mechanical

redistribution of ice from one thickness to another.

Thermodynamical growth and decay has been described in section 2.1.1.

Thermodynamics tends to create ice field with uniform thickness of ther-

modynamical equilibrium. The influence of dynamics is opposite, since it

creates extremes: open water and thick pressure ridges. The divergence is

a source of open water and sink of ice-covered area, and the divergent wind

field adds the probability at h = 0 and subtracts an equal fraction of existing

probability from all other thicknesses (Wadhams, 2000). The redistribution

function Ψ is the most unknown term in the conservation equation 2.9 be-

cause of its strong dependency on e.g. fracture mechanics, small-scale ice

properties, friction between ice blocks and deformation energy and lengths

(Haas, 2003). It describes the ridging process, which simultaneously pro-

duces open leads and crushes thin ice together to form pressure ridges, and

thus it is at the same time a source of open water, a sink of thin ice and

a source of thick ice (Wadhams, 1998). During the winter this leads to in-

crease of ice volume, since open leads are quickly feezed up, but in summer

situation is contrary, since open water allows more solar radiation to be

absorbed and thus enhances melting and prolongs melt season.

2.2 Arctic climate

Thermodynamical ice growth and melt are determined by energy balance

of ice, which is effected by heat fluxes from atmosphere and ocean. As

described in chapter 2.1, ice dynamics has also strong input in evolution

of ice pack and is derived by both water and wind stresses. Conditions

in both atmosphere and ocean influence on the Arctic sea ice pack, but

atmospheric forcing is varying in diurnal, seasonal and interannual time
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scale much more than oceanic forcing and is therefore usually dominating

the evolution of ice cover, at least in the time scales less than few years.

In this chapter basics of the Arctic climatology are described in means of

better understanding of typical state and variability of Arctic sea ice. Here

Arctic climate is regarded mostly through seasonal and regional behaviour

of surface air temperature (SAT), sea level pressure (SLP) and precipitation

and their seasonal, interannual and decadal scale variability.

2.2.1 Surface air temperature

In the Arctic the annual cycle of surface energy budget is characterized by

the absence of short wave radiation during winter. In the winter long wave

fluxes dominate and surface air temperature (SAT) becomes an important

proxy for the Arctic winter climate (Overland and Adams, 1997). Because

large part of Arctic Ocean is covered by ice also during summer, the sum-

mer SAT is fixed close to the melting point of ice and varies less in time

and space than winter SAT. The annual cycle of SAT clearly reflects the

systematic variation in incoming short wave radiation, but SAT has also

local variation, for example caused by advection of warmer air. In general,

the seasonal variability of SAT is very high but diurnal variability small.

Also the variability in the synoptic time scale and interanually is high.

Over the entire Arctic region January is the coldest month, and the cold-

est region over the ocean is north from Canadian archipelago (Rigor et al.,

2000). Martin and Munoz (1997) show the mean seasonal SAT fields for

years 1979-1993 (Figure 2.4) In the winter (December-February) temper-

ature field consists of broad nearly isothermal cold region stretching from

Canadian Archipelago to Siberia and warmer regions adjacent to Fram and

Bering Straits. The mean temperature fields for spring and autumn show

similar pattern to winter, but summer SAT field is very different with very

wide oval-shaped isothermal area around North Pole with temperature very

close to the melting point. July is the warmest month in the whole Arctic

region (Rigor et al., 2000).

The amplitude of annual SAT cycle is greater in the central part of Arctic

than in the marginal ice regions. The annual cycle of mean SAT and stan-
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Figure 2.4: The mean seasonal SAT during 1979-1993 (Martin and Munoz, 1997)
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Figure 2.5: Annual cycle of SAT north of 82
◦N (Martin and Munoz, 1997)

dard deviation of SAT for the region north of 82◦N after Martin and Munoz

(1997) is shown in the Figure 2.5. It is noteworthy that during summer the

SAT is very isothermal (-0.2◦C) and variability (standard deviation) of SAT

is small. In the marginal ice regions the amplitude of annual SAT cycle is

smaller than shown in the Figure 2.5, mostly because of stronger warm air

advection from the open ocean. Advection of warm air is strongest in the

Atlantic sector and close to ice edge, but because of slow adjustment in the

stable boundary layer, effect of warm advection can be observed even thou-

sand kilometres from the ice edge. Difference between central and marginal

ice regions is largest during winter, while in the summer the SAT stays at

melting point over the whole Arctic ice cover.

The evolution from winter SAT field to summer SAT field and vice versa

is not symmetric. In the spring 0◦C isotherm advances northward much

faster than it retreats southwards in the autumn (Martin and Munoz, 1997).

Martin and Munoz (1997) explain this asymmetry with prevailing ice con-

ditions, since when the isotherm is advancing northwards, the entire Arctic

is ice covered, but during retreat peripheral seas are on average ice-free and

retreat become stagnant close to the open water boundary until this water
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Figure 2.6: Seasonal trends in SAT for 1979-1997 (Rigor et al., 2000).
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freezes. The melt season, when SAT is near or above the melting point of

ice, lasts on average 58 days near the North Pole, while in the marginal seas

the length of melt season is about 100 days (Rigor et al., 2000).

Polyakov et al. (2003) examined the variability and trends in the Arctic

SAT during the period 1875-2000, and found an average warming trend of

0.09◦C decade−1, which is twofold compared with the northern hemisphere

trend. During 1875-2000 warming has occurred over all seasons, but with

greatest rates in winter and spring (0.13◦C and 0.12◦C decade−1, respec-

tively). The warming trend in autumn was slightly lower (0.09◦C decade−1)

and the weakest trend was observed in summer (0.05◦C decade−1).

Rigor et al. (2000) studied shorter time series of SAT covering years

1979-1997 and found fairly similar seasonal pattern in warming rates, but

also significant regional differences in the SAT trends (Figure 2.6). In the

winter significant warming of up to 2◦C decade−1 occurred in large part of

eastern side of Arctic, but it was accompanied by equally strong cooling in

the Beaufort Sea and Canadian Archipelago. Summer did not show any

significant trend, but during autumn, a strong warming of 2◦C decade−1

occurred in the eastern Arctic, whereas in the western Arctic no trends

were observed. SAT trends are associated with lengthening of melt season,

which shows an increasing trend of 0.9 days decade−1 over the entire Arctic.

Regional difference is strong, since the eastern Arctic shows increase with

rate of 2.6 days decade−1 but the western Arctic shows a slight decreasing

trend of -0.4 days decade−1.

2.2.2 Air pressure and wind field

Sea level pressure (SLP) is an important factor determining the state of

Arctic ice pack. SLP distribution determines the geostrophic wind that

follows the isobars and in the central Arctic local geostrophic wind accounts

for 60-80% of the variance of daily ice motion (Thorndike and Colony, 1982).

The annual mean SLP field is characterized by a large anticyclonic gyre

close to the Beaufort Sea, usually centred in 75◦-80◦N and 150◦-170◦W (Ser-

reze et al., 1993), but the strength and location of the anticyclone have

notable interannual and decadal variability. Mean SLP generally decreases
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Figure 2.7: Mean SLP for winter and summer from years 1952-1989 (Serreze et al., 1993).

across the North Pole toward the European subarctic and isobars are typ-

ically orientated across the Arctic. Mean geostrophic wind has an anticy-

clonic pattern close to Alaska but away from this gyre the mean geostrophic

wind is directed across the 0 meridian from eastern to western side of Arctic.

The velocity of geostrophic wind, which depends on the strength of the SLP

gradient, is usually highest close to the coast of Alaska and in the central

Artic (Zhang et al., 2000).

Serreze et al. (1993) present the mean SLP fields of winter and summer for

years 1952-1989 (Figure 2.7). In the winter SLP is generally higher over the

entire Arctic and pressure gradient is also stronger. The strongest gradient

in the mean SLP field can be seen in the east coast of Greenland, close to

the Bering Strait and in the Eurasian part of Arctic Ocean in the winter. In

the summer SLP field is notably uniform and very modest pressure gradient

over the whole results in weak geostrophic wind in the summer. Fluctuations

about monthly and annual means of SLP in the Arctic are large. Arctic SLP

anomalies show a relatively strong association with concurrent anomalies in

the North Atlantic, especially during the winter, but the association between

SLP anomalies in the Arctic and Pacific is very weak (Walsh and Chapman,

1990).

Serreze et al. (1993) analysed the position and central pressure of cyclone
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and anticyclone centres during 1952-1989 to study the synoptic activity in

the Arctic. They found strong annual cycle in both strength and occurrence

of cyclones and anticyclones, with both cyclones and anticyclones being least

numerous but strongest during the winter. Cyclonic activity has an effect

on ice conditions through several mechanisms. For instance, increase in

cyclonity means stronger winds and stronger wind stress on the ice but also

the decrease in the frequency of surface-based temperature inversion leading

to increase in SAT.

Polyakov et al. (2003) analysed SLP fields 1875-2000 and found very

strong variability, but only a negligible background trend of -0.005 mbar

decade−1. Walsh et al. (1996) studied shorter time period, 1979-1994, and

observed a significant decrease in the annual mean SLP as well as in the

monthly means over the Arctic Ocean in the late 1980s. Changes of the

annual mean were largest in the central Arctic, and they were larger than

anywhere else in the Northern Hemisphere. Seasonally greatest decrease

occurred in the autumn and winter.

2.2.3 Precipitation

Even in the summer SAT is kept close to and even below 0◦C over the most

of the Arctic Ocean (Figure 2.4) and thus the precipitation falls mostly as

snow. In the estimation of precipitation in the Arctic exist uncertainties due

to e.g. sparseness of observations, uneven distribution of measurement sites

which are biased toward costal areas, and biases of gauged measurements,

such as wind-induced gauge undercatch, wetting and evaporation (Yang,

2003).

Yang (2003) presents the annual cycle of monthly precipitation during

1957-1990 with improved bias corrections. Overall, monthly precipitation is

largest in late summer, from July to September, when it is around 30mm.

Later in the autumn precipitation decreases, and in winter (November-

March) monthly values are between 15 mm and 20 mm. The annual mini-

mum is reached in April (about 10 mm), and in May and June precipitation

increases towards the high values of late summer.
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Warren et al. (1999) describe the snow depth on the Arctic sea ice

throughout the year. Ice is mostly snow free in August, but snow accu-

mulates rapidly in September and October. In October snow depth on the

north coast of Greenland is almost 30cm, and gradually decreases towards

Alaska and Siberian coasts where snow depth is around 10 cm. Accumula-

tion rate decreases in November, and in December and January snow depth

stays nearly unchanged in North Pole, Canadian Archipelago and northern

coast of Greenland, but increases in the eastern Arctic and Beaufort Sea.

Snow accumulation slightly increases again from February to March over

the whole Arctic Ocean. Maximum snow depth over the entire Arctic oc-

curs in May, 34.4 cm. The annual maximum of regional snow depths can be

found in June on the north coast of Greenland, where snow cover is over 45

cm thick. In other regions snow depth is already clearly decreasing in June,

and snow melt accelerates in July.

Interannual variability in the precipitation is associated with oscillatory

modes of Arctic climate, AO and NAO, which are described in the next

section. This variability is mostly caused by differences in the track, in-

tensity and frequency of cyclones. In long-term, ACIA (2005) presents an

assessment, that for the period 1900-2003 precipitation has increased with

trend of 1.4% per decade over the region north of 60◦N. In general, great-

est increase was observed in autumn and winter. Anyhow, Warren et al.

(1999) found weak negative trends of snow depth for all months for the pe-

riod 1954-1991. The largest trend (about -2 cm decade−1) they observed for

May, which is the month of maximum snow depth, and Warren et al. (1999)

supposed that this decrease was due to a reduction in accumulation-season

snowfall.

2.2.4 Oscillatory modes

The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) describes variability in SLP between

the Islandic Low and the Azores High. It has long been recognized as

a major mode of atmospheric variability over the extratropical Atlantic

Ocean and NAO has been estimated to account for more than one-third

of the total variance in SLP (Dickson et al., 2000). When the NAO-index is
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Figure 2.8: Winter time (November-March) AO-index for years 1950-2005 (NOAA).

positive, the Azores High and the Islandic Low are stronger than usual and

when the NAO-index is negative the pattern is contrary and both features

are weak. The NAO is hence also the measure of the meridional gradient

of SLP over the North Atlantic, and the strength of the westerlies in the

intervening latitudes. NAO can be identified throughout the year, but it is

most pronounced during the winter (Dickson et al., 2000).

Since the late 20th century several studies (e.g. Thompson and Wallace,

1998; McCabe et al., 2001) have argued that actually the NAO should be

considered as a regional manifestation of more basic annular mode of SLP,

which is known as the Arctic Oscillation (AO). The AO is defined as the

leading empirical orthogonal function of the SLP field over the Northern

hemisphere poleward of 20◦N (Thompson and Wallace, 1998) and the NAO

can be defined as the primary component of the AO (McCabe et al., 2001).

The AO and NAO are nearly indistinguishable in the time domain, and

the correlation coefficient of monthly anomalies during the cold season is
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0.95 (Deser et al., 2000). Figure 2.8 shows the time series of winter-time

(November-March) AO-index for the period 1950-2002.

When the AO and NAO indexes are in the positive phase higher pressure

at midlatitudes drives ocean storms farther north and the cyclone activity

in the Arctic increases (Serreze et al., 1997). During the positive extremes,

cyclones in the region corresponding to the climatological center of the Is-

landic Low are more than twice as common as during the negative extremes.

Also the intensity of cyclones increases with the increase in the AO (McCabe

et al., 2001). Both frequency and intensity of cyclones in the high latitudes

showed strong increase in 1989 concurrently with significant change in the

AO index (Figure 2.8).

The AO and NAO have clear impact on Arctic SLP, SAT, precipitation

and wind fields. The AO explains 52% of the variance of SLP in the winter

and 36% in the summer (Rigor et al., 2002). Hurrell (1996) suggests that

almost 50% of winter SAT variance over the Northern Hemisphere since

1935 is due to the combined effects of variability in atmospheric circulation

forced by NAO and Southern Oscillation. Thompson et al. (2000) show

that over the period 1968-1997 approximately half of the observed winter

warming over Siberia and all of the winter cooling over eastern Canada and

Greenland is linearly congruent with the monthly time series of the AO.

The influence of the AO and NAO can bee seen also in the variability of

precipitation. In positive AO and NAO conditions precipitation increases,

presumably reflecting the change in the storm track, intensity and frequency,

and the effect is strongest west of Greenland and in Beaufort Sea (Dickson

et al., 2000). Alternation in the AO explains most of the variance in wind,

and thus also in the ice motion (Thompson and Wallace, 1998).

In addition to interannual variability, in long time-series of NAO and AO

indexes some decadal variability can be seen as well as a mode of variability

with an approximate time scale of 60-80 years, which is called low-frequency

oscillation (LFO) (Polyakov and Johnson, 2000). Arctic climate variability

is the result of several oscillatory modes of different time scales making the

detection of possible long-term trends included by greenhouse warming very

difficult.
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2.3 Arctic Ocean

Arctic ocean is almost closed basin with only one deep passage, Fram Strait

between Greenland and Svalbard, through which water can change and

ice can be exported easily. The Arctic Ocean is divided into two basins,

Eurasian and Canadian Basins, by a narrow ridge (Lomonosov Ridge) that

crosses the whole Arctic straight from Siberia to Greenland (Wadhams,

2000). Basins are deep and exceed in 4300 m in depth, but they are bor-

dered by shallow continental shelves with typically only 100 m depth and

largest expanse in the area north from Siberia (Wadhams, 2000) constituting

Laptev Sea, East Siberian Sea and Chukchi Sea.

The water mass in the Arctic Ocean contains three layers: (1)polar sur-

face water layer with low salinity and temperature close to freezing point,

(2)warm (up to 3◦C) and saline Atlantic water layer and (3) colder Atlantic

Ocean deep water layer (Wadhams, 2000). Low salinity polar surface layer

is formed by ice melt, net precipitation and large river run off (Rudels,

1998). When Atlantic water enters the Arctic Ocean through Fram Strait

or Barents Sea it interacts with and becomes covered by this low salinity

surface layer which leads to strong stratification (Rudels, 1998).

Strong stratification insulates warm Atlantic water from the atmosphere

and limits the heat loss from the Atlantic water to the sea surface, and thus

cooling in the winter leads to ice formation (Rudels, 1998). A halocline

layer can be found over most of the Arctic Ocean, but its temperature and

salinity vary regionally (Rudels, 1998). Steele and Boyd (1998) describe

how cold halocline layer (CHL) is mostly responsible for the insulating effect

and if it is absent, the surface winter mixed layer is in direct contact with

underlying Atlantic water. Steele and Boyd (1998) observed a retreat of

CHL in the Eurasian Basin in the early 1990s, which they assume to result in

enhanced oceanic heat fluxes and thus reduction of ice growth during winter.

Using a simple one-dimensional model Steele and Boyd (1998) estimated

that absence of CHL would result in the increase of oceanic heat flux in

range of 0.5 − 3.5 Wm−2, depending on the value of fixed surface stress in

the model. For these values they obtained the thinning rate in the range

of −6 − −35 cm a−1 due to the reduction of ice growth in winter. Steele
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and Boyd (1998) suspect that changes in the extent of CHL are forced by

changes in the atmospheric pressure field which caused the shift in wind,

ice drift and upper ocean circulation patterns and thus caused a transition

of the region influenced by western Siberian river runoff.

Also the characteristics of Atlantic water inflow experience significant

variability. Dickson et al. (2000) describe how the inflow, the tempera-

ture and the salinity of the Atlantic water show variability which follows

the changes in the NAO. The inflow and the temperature of Atlantic wa-

ter in both branches, Fram Strait and Barents Sea, increased in the early

1990s concurrently with extreme positive value of NAO. When the NAO

shifts from its low-index extreme (like in the 1960s) to high-index extreme

(1990s), salinities in both inflow branches appear to decrease. Dickson et al.

(2000) conclude, that variations in the winter NAO index explain about 60%

of the variance in the monthly depth-integrated temperature of the Fram

Strait branch of Atlantic water inflow to the Arctic Ocean since 1965. Wal-

czowski and Piechura (2006) reported that since 2000 increasing amounts

of heat have been transported into the Arctic Ocean because of increase of

temperature and inflow of Atlantic water in the West Spitsbergen Current,

and they assume high heat transport to continue and even increase. Inflow

of Pacific water through Bering Strait is much smaller than the inflow of

Atlantic water, but observed increase in the temperature of Pacific water

can effect significantly on the oceanic heat flux in the Pacific sector of Arctic

Ocean (Shimada et al., 2006).

General water circulation in the Arctic Ocean is the sum of wind driven

currents, water exchange at the boundaries, thermohaline circulation and

residual tidal currents (Pavlov, 1998). In the means of understanding the

behaviour of ice cover, surface currents are most essential part of the whole

water circulation. Because the motion of ice and surface water in an ice

covered ocean are nearly the same as a long-term average (Wadhams, 2000),

the surface current system in the Arctic Ocean is described later together

with ice motion in the section 2.4.3.
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2.4 Arctic sea ice cover

2.4.1 Ice extent and concentration

The extent and concentration of Arctic sea ice cover have been very well

recorded since the beginning of the satellite passive microwave observations

in the 1978. Sea ice extent is often defined as the total area covered with ice

of concentration at least 15% (e.g. Wadhams, 2000; Parkinson et al., 1999),

and this definition is used also in this work. Passive microwave imagenary

enables also the distinction between FYI and MYI due to their different

emissivities.

The Arctic sea ice extent has large annual cycle, with maximum extent

of 15.5 · 106 km2 in late March and minimum of 7.5 · 106 km2 in September

(Comiso, 2003). Annual cycle varies from year to year, but on average

ice cover fills the entire Arctic Ocean from January to May. Parkinson

et al. (1999) analysed satellite passive-microwave data from years 1978-1996,

and observed that Arctic Ocean (Kara and Barents Seas not included) is

covered by ice with concentration more than 15% at least one month of

each year, and generally for at least 3 months which are typically February,

March and April. In June ice concentration along Arctic coasts begins to

reduce. Greatest retreat of ice extent and concentration occurs in August

and September, when Barents, Kara and Laptev Seas are ice free as well as

parts of East Siberia and Chukchi Sea, and there is usually an ice free band

forming also along Alaska and Canadian coast (Wadhams, 2000). The date

of minimum ice extent is usually in the second or third week of September

(Comiso, 2002). During November and December ice extents again expands

towards the winter state, and the ice growth in autumn is more rapid than

the decay in spring (Parkinson et al., 1999).

Since 1990s there have been number of studies concerning the decrease of

the Arctic sea ice extent. Figure 2.9 shows the time series of Arctic sea ice

extent in September since the beginning of satellite observations. Maslanik

et al. (1996) reported negative trend in ice cover during the period 1978-

1995 with the greatest rate of decrease in summer (-0.6% per year) and in

the Siberian sector of the Arctic. The reduction was strongest since 1989
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Figure 2.9: Extent of Arctic sea ice cover in September for 1978-2007 (National Snow

and Ice Data Center).

and for the PIZ extent, which has decreased by 9% in 1990-1995 compared

with 1979-1989 (Maslanik et al., 1996). Similar negative trend which is

most pronounced in summer was reported by Parkinson et al. (1999), who

also observed strong increase in the variability of summer ice extent during

1990s. Rigor and Wallace (2004) showed that the areal coverage of thick

MYI decreased extremely strong during 1989-1990, as a result of very high

AO-index state, and has remained low since that. This decrease in the area

covered by MYI and corresponding increase in the area covered by thin

FYI led to reduction of average age of sea ice. This supports the observed

increase in the summer ice extent variability (Parkinson et al., 1999), since

after Rigor and Wallace (2004) the age of sea ice explains over half of the

variance in the summer ice extent. According to (Rigor and Wallace, 2004)

there has been change in the spatial pattern of the ice extent reduction, since

the time series extending until 2002 show the strongest negative trends along

the Alaska coast, contrary to observations of Maslanik et al. (1996) from

timeseries ending a decade earlier.

As Figure 2.9 shows, the decline of summer ice extent has continued and
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Figure 2.10: Minimum extent of Arctic sea ice cover in 1982 (on the left) and in 2007

(on the right) are marked with white area. For the comparison, the median minimum

extent for the period 1979-2000 is show with red solid line and minimum extent in 2005

with red dashed line (on the right) (UNEP).

even accelerated, and minimum extents since 1978 have been recorded in

2005 and 2007. The ice extent trend has shifted from about -2.2% decade−1

in 1979-1996 to about -10.1% decade−1 in the last 10 years (Comiso et al.,

2008). Figure 2.10 illustrates the annual minimum ice extent in 1982 and

2007, and the median for the period 1979-2000. The ice extent reached

the minima on 14th of September 2007 at 4.1·106 km2, which was 24%

lower than the previous record low in 2005 and 37% less than climatological

mean (Comiso et al., 2008). Comiso et al. (2008) assume that observed

strong anomaly in summer 2007 was caused in part by anomalously high

temperatures that hindered the ice growth and enhanced the retreat during

previous months, and by southerly winds that advected warm air from lower

latitudes.

2.4.2 Ice thickness

Thickness of Arctic sea ice is much less known than the extent due to lack

of inclusive observations. The most inclusive data of Arctic sea ice thick-

ness have been collected with submarine based upward-looking sonars since
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1958. However, the spatial and temporal coverage of submarine cruises is

not very good, and sea ice models have had an important role augmenting

the knowledge. In addition to sonar profiling Arctic sea ice thickness data

have been collected by e.g. drilling, with electromagnetic techniques, laser

profiling and microwave sensors, but with less accuracy and spatial coverage.

The mean thickness in the Arctic during the winter and summer after

Bourke and Garret (1987) is shown in Figure 2.11. Thickest ice exists in

the Canadian Archipelago and northern coast of Greenland, where average

thickness can exceed 7 meters. The mean thickness gradually decreases

towards Eurasian side of the Arctic Ocean. In the winter, mean ice thickness

exceeds 4 meters in the wide area in Canadian Basin and Beaufort Sea, while

in the summer thickest ice (thickness over 4 meters) is usually found in the

region between north coast of Greenland and Canadian Archipelago, and

North Pole.

Because of very limited number of observations the current understand-

ing of the seasonal, regional and interannual variability of Arctic sea ice

thickness is mostly based on numerical models. According to model results

of Rothrock et al. (1999), Arctic sea ice reaches annual maximum thickness

in late April or early May, and minimum in mid September. The difference

between these maximum and minimum thicknesses, i.e. seasonal variability

is about 1 meter (Rothrock et al., 1999). In longer term, the variability of ice

thickness in model results is usually occurring in decadal scale, but between

different models there is no agreement in the dominant factor controlling

the ice thickness.

Laxon et al. (2003) studied eight-year time series of Arctic ice thickness

derived from satellite altimeter measurements of ice freeboard from 65◦N

to 81.5◦N. They found strong high-frequency interannual variability in ice

thickness, and the observed variability in ice mass was 50% greater than pre-

dicted by models. They expect the real variability to be even more larger

than in models because their eight-year measurements excluded the vari-

ability that occurs in longer timescales. Also in North Pole the interannual

variability is observed to be considerably large, around 1 meter (McLaren

et al., 1992).
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Figure 2.11: Average ice thickness in a) winter and b) summer after Bourke and Garret

(1987).
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Substantial thinning of Arctic ice cover since 1970s has been reported

in several studies, (e.g. Rothrock et al., 1999; Wadhams and Davis, 2000;

Tucker et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2004). Rothrock et al. (1999) reported that

mean draft at the end of melt season decreased about 1.3 meters in most of

the deep water portion of the Arctic Ocean between periods 1958-1976 and

1993-1997. This thinning corresponds to over 40% decline in mean draft

since the mid-1970s, and similar thinning rate was observed by Wadhams

and Davis (2000). Several model studies (e.g. Hilmer and Lemke, 2000;

Zhang et al., 2000; Holloway and Sou, 2002; Makshtas et al., 2003; Bitz and

Roe, 2004; Rothrock and Zhang, 2005) have examined forcing mechanisms

that could have caused this observed strong thinning, but with different

and even contrary results. E.g. Hilmer and Lemke (2000) and Bitz and

Roe (2004) state that changes in the thermodynamics, and mostly in SAT,

are dominantly responsible for the substantial thinning and volume loss,

while e.g. Makshtas et al. (2003) and Holloway and Sou (2002) presume the

dynamics to be the dominant factor.

2.4.3 Ice motion

In the Arctic Ocean motion of ice and surface water are about the same,

as a long-term average, and largely wind-driven (Wadhams, 2000). Ice drift

depends strongly on atmospheric circulation, and in the central Arctic local

geostrophic wind accounts for 60-80% of the variance of daily ice motion

(Thorndike and Colony, 1982). In general, ice drift pattern consists of two

dominant features: anticyclonic Beaufort Gyre and Transpolar Drift (Figure

2.12). Beaufort Gyre results from the average high SLP system described in

section 2.2.2. Ice that is formed or trapped in the Beaufort Gyre may circu-

late around Arctic Ocean several years, and there have been observations of

ice floes that have drifted more than 30 years over the Arctic Ocean (Rigor

and Wallace, 2004). In Transpolar Drift ice moves from the Siberian coast

of Russia across the Arctic basin, exiting into the North Atlantic off the

east coast of Greenland. Ice in Transpolar drift generally leaves the Arctic

Ocean more quickly, usually in one ore two years.

The AO has a substantial impact on wind field, and thus also on ice
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motion. Figure 2.13 presents the average ice motion in winter and sum-

mer during high and low AO-index. Sea ice motion is more cyclonic during

the high-index phase of AO, and although the SLP anomalies are stronger

during winter, anomalies in sea ice motion in two seasons are broadly com-

parable (Rigor et al., 2002). Relative to low-index winters, the high-index

winters show a weaker Beaufort high, a much reduced Beaufort Gyre and a

westward shifted Transpolar Drift. This shift is accompanied by a stronger

cyclonic circulation to the north of Kara nad Laptev Seas Rigor et al. (2002).

Although the circulation is cyclonic throughout the most of the central Arc-

tic ocean during high-index phase, a weakened Beaufort Gyre still exist.

Only during extreme high-index phase of the AO (over +2 standard devi-

ation) the circulation in the Arctic becomes predominantly cyclonic Rigor

Figure 2.12: Arctic ocean circulation (AMAP, 1998).
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Figure 2.13: Ice motion in the Arctic Ocean during low-index (in left) and high-index (in

right) phases of the AO. (Rigor et al., 2002).

et al. (2002). During relatively low AO-index conditions, Beaufort Gyre is

strengthened and ice circulates in the large Beaufort Gyre for long time,

over 10 years (Rigor and Wallace, 2004).

The longer the ice circulates in the Arctic, the more time it has to grow

both thermodynamically and through deformations. Thus the change in

the drift pattern and average travel time can cause significant changes in

the ice thickness. The ice export, which occurs almost solely through Fram

Strait, is other attribute in ice motion that can have significant impact on

ice thickness in the Arctic Ocean (e.g. Vinje, 2001; Hilmer and Jung, 2000).

The fluxes of fresh water and (negative) latent heat associated with the sea

ice transport can have significant influence on the ocean circulation in the
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Figure 2.14: Ice volume export through Fram Strait. Gray columns present monthly

effluxes, and black line shows the 12-month running mean. (Vinje, 2001).

Greenland Sea and North Atlantic (Harder et al., 1998).

Vinje (2001) estimated that the mean ice export through Fram Strait is

2900 km3year−1, and the variability of the annual efflux is characterized by

a standard deviation of 667 km3year−1. Figure 2.14 shows the time series of

monthly ice volume flux through Fram Strait and 12-month running mean

for the period 1950-2000 after Vinje (2001). Vinje (2001) did not find any

temporal trend over the period 1950-2000, but he observed maximum vari-

ability in the 1950s and 1990s. The ice volume export through Fram Strait

shows strong annual cycle with maximum efflux around 300 km3year−1 in

winter (November-March), and minimum of 150-200 km3year−1 in summer

(June-August) (Vinje, 2001).

Vinje (2001) and Kwok and Rothrock (1999) found a strong correlation

between the ice fluxes through Fram Strait and the cross-strait SLP differ-

ence, but their results concerning the effect of AO or NAO on the efflux

variability differ. Vinje (2001) did not find any clear impact of AO on the

volume flux for period 1950-2000, while Kwok and Rothrock (1999) observed

correlation between NAO and area flux during 1978-1996 to be significant,

especially in the high-index phase of NAO. Hilmer and Jung (2000) found

clear change in the link between NAO and Arctic sea ice export through

Fram Strait in the late 1970s, when the correlation between the two time
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series increased from near zero (1958-1977) to 0.7 (1978-1997), but later

study of (Jung and Hilmer, 2001) revealed that this strong forcing by NAO

is rather unusual in long-term context.

All Kwok and Rothrock (1999), Vinje (2001) and Hilmer and Jung (2000)

pointed out the connection between increase of ice export and the thinning

of the Arctic sea ice in the 1990s. Pfirman et al. (2004) observed also the

change in the sources of ice exported through Fram Strait in about 1987,

when the region of origin shifted from the dominance of Kara Sea to more

eastern areas, even to Chukchi Sea.
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Chapter 3

Data and analysis

3.1 Submarine based sonar data

3.1.1 Submarine cruises

Submarines of U.S. Navy and Royal Navy have recorded measurements of

sea ice draft, the under water level portion of thickness, in the Arctic us-

ing upward looking sonars. Some of the data were collected for military

purposes and were previously classified but now draft data from 37 cruises

accomplished during years 1975-2000 are available for certain area covering

roughly the central half of the Arctic Ocean (Figure 3.2). Data are archived

for public use at National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC, National

Snow and Ice Data Center, 2006).

In total cruises cover over 120,000 km of track but are regionally, season-

ally and interannually unevenly distributed. Almost all of the cruises cross

the North Pole where the number and frequency of sampling is highest.

Majority of cruises were accomplished during spring (April-May) or au-

tumn (September-October) so that annual maximum and minimum drafts

are fairly well recorded. Although in average there have been more than

one cruise per year, data set includes several gaps of one or two years with

no observations.

Data are available in two different types of files, profile data files and

statistics data files. Each file contains information from one segment of

track, with length up to 50 km. In each file the location is expressed as
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geographic coordinates of first and last draft measurements of the file as

north latitude and east longitude. In the case of previously classified data,

coordinates are rounded to the nearest 0, 1◦ and in other data files coordi-

nates are expressed with six decimals. Time information is announced as

year, month and the third of the month in the case of previously classified

data and as exact date in other files. Profile data files contain every draft

measurement with interval of approximately 1 meter. Statistics files include

information of ice draft characteristics, level ice, leads, keels, deformed and

undeformed ice.

3.1.2 Upward-looking sonar measurements and data processing

Measurements have been made with upward-looking sonar transducer which

transmits a highly focused beam of sound upward through the water column.

Sound beam is reflected from the bottom of the ice and returned to the

transducer. Recording system measures the strength of the return signal

as a function of time. Also the pressure at a sensor located in submarines

hull is recorded and interpreted as submarine keel depth (Z in Figure 3.1)

as terms of water density, acceleration of gravity and sea level pressure.

Upward-looking sonar is mounted in the conning tower of the submarine

and the vertical distance from pressure sensor to the sonar transducer (H in

Figure 3.1) must be taken account when converting measured time to draft

(Rothrock and Wensnahan, 2007). Conversion from time to draft requires

calculating the measured range (r) from the travel time of sound beam and

assumed mean sound speed in the water column. Draft (D) can then be

calculated

D = Z − H − r (3.1)

This conversion from time to draft is made in submarines sonar recording

system and it enables the return signal strength to be known as a function

of draft instead of function of time.

The output from the sonar system is recorded in analog or digital form,

and in some of the cruises both formats were used. An analog chart records

the entire return signal scaled to be read as draft in feet and the darkness
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Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of submarine, sonar and ice cover. Following Rothrock

and Wensnahan (2007).

of the trace indicates the strength of signal. Digital recording system deter-

mines the validity of return signal and if the signal strength and duration

are sufficient the draft is digitally recorded. The draft is measured and

recorded about 6 times per second, which provides a spatial profile of draft

with a data spacing of about one meter at typical speeds of submarine.

Digital system records also time, depth, speed and course once a second.

For analog paper charts time, depth, speed and course changes are hand-

written. For processing of raw data, the trace on the analog charts must be

first digitized. In most of the cases this was made by scanning the charts

to produce bitmap images, and then digitizing the trace using image pro-

cessing techniques (Wensnahan and Rothrock, 2005). Processing of data

includes four procedures: (1) editing the data to remove spurious points,

(2) calibrating the drafts to sea level, (3) tying the draft to navigating data

and (4) stripping out segments during submarine maneuvers (Rothrock and

Wensnahan, 2007).

All raw data has values greater than zero, because of the adjustment

made by the crew to ensure that all raw data signals are surely on the
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paper chart, so an open water correction must be done afterwards, for both

analog and digitally recorded data. Open water must be identified by an

analyst, and there was two analysts who processed nearly all data. The

open-water correction varies along the profile obtained during one cruise,

and it is reset and newly determined whenever the submarine changes depth

or speed, or the depth detector is recalibrated. Thin ice (upto 30 cm), which

is prevalent in leads in winter, can easily be mistaken for open water and

thus cause negative bias. Rothrock and Wensnahan (2007) estimate that

problem in determining open water leads to negative bias of 15± 8 cm, and

such a bias is less likely in summer, when there is more open water and less

young ice present.

3.1.3 Accuracy of measurements

Error in comparability of analog data with digitally recorded data is ±6

cm (Wensnahan and Rothrock, 2005), which is very small compared to

draft values of typically several meters. Rothrock and Wensnahan (2007)

studied the accuracy of draft measurements from U.S. Navy submarines by

estimating errors also from several other sources like measurement precision,

errors in identifying open water (zero draft), sound speed error, errors caused

by variable sonar footprint size and error by ship trim. The error they

considered was error introduced by the measurement system into measured

mean draft over tens of kilometers, not the error in each sonar return. They

reported the submarine sonar draft measurements to be biased 29 cm thick

compared with true draft. This positive bias is mostly caused by error

in the depth and footprint of sound beam, but it is partly compensated

by the negative bias from open water correction. Standard deviation of

measurements is 25 cm (Rothrock and Wensnahan, 2007).

3.2 Analyses

In this study, data collected in both analog and digitally format has been

used, because the error between comparability of these two forms is very

small compared to typical draft values. The examination concentrates on
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spring (April and May) and autumn (September and October), because of

the best sampling density and possibility to study the behaviour of annual

maximum and minimum thicknesses, since those can be assumed to be ob-

served during these particular months (Rothrock et al., 1999). From here

on, spring refers to April and May, and autumn refers to September and

October.

Objective of this study is to estimate and describe possible changes in

ice cover and its variability in the time section of the submarine sonar data.

Thus the 26 years covered with available data is divided into two periods,

1975-1987 and 1988-2000. Although the division is made simply in two

halves, it is also supported by the timing of changes in climatological and

oceanographical conditions in Arctic, e. g. decrease of SLP in the central

Arctic in the end of 1980s (Walsh et al., 1996), change in the AO index

from mostly negative to strongly positive phase in 1988 (Rigor et al., 2002),

and the retreat of cold halocline layer in the beginning of 1990s (Steele

and Boyd, 1998). In total, the former 13-year period include data from 12

cruises, of which 9 were accomplished in spring and 3 in autumn, and later

period include data from 11 spring cruises and 8 autumn cruises.

To study the regional factor in variability and possible changes, the area

of released data is divided in six regions: North Pole, Canada Basin, Beau-

fort Sea, Chukchi Cap, Eastern Arctic and Nansen Basin that are shown in

Figure 3.2.

Analyses are made using profile data files that include all measurements

with interval of about one meter. Mean draft values include also recordings

of open water. Regional variability is quantitively examined as standard

deviation of regional means, and seasonal variability as a difference between

spring and autumn mean values. Interannual variability is estimated as

standard deviation of annual mean values. Variability of ice bottom profile

is examined as standard deviation of single draft measurements within each

region. All analyses are made and the results are presented using the val-

ues of draft instead of thickness. Submarine based sonars measure the sea

ice draft, which correspond roughly 90% of thickness, but for the accurate

conversion the density of sea ice would be needed, as well as the thickness
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Figure 3.2: Area of released data and six regions: North Pole (green), Canada Basin (red),

Beaufort Sea (orange), Chukchi Cap (yellow), Eastern Arctic (turquoise) and Nansen

Basin (blue).

and the density of snow cover.

The variability and changes of the Arctic sea ice cover are examined also

by the concentration and fractional volume of three main ice types: FYI,

MYI and deformed ice. FYI and MYI constitute level ice. In spring, FYI is

defined after Tucker et al. (2001) as d < 2m. In the end of melting season

upper limit must be lower, and FYI in autumn is determined after Yu et al.

(2004) as d < 1m. These determine the lower limit for MYI draft range,

and the upper limit depends on the definition of deformed ice. Distinction

between level and deformed ice based only on draft or thickness value is not

an unambiguous problem, and in different studies different values for lower

limit of draft or thickness of deformed ice have been used. To facilitate

the comparison to other studies the concentration and fractional volume of

deformed ice are calculated using two different lower limits of draft: 5 m

after e.g. Wadhams and Davis (2001) and 3,5 m after e.g. Tucker et al.

(2001).
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Mean draft

Regional spring and autumn mean drafts for periods 1975-1987 and 1988-

2000 are presented in Table 4.1, as well as the difference between two periods.

In spring, remarkable thinning is observed in Beaufort Sea and Eastern

Arctic, where decline in mean draft is around 1 m. Spring mean draft

has decreased clearly also in North Pole and Canada Basin (-0.8 m and

-0.7 m, respectively), but in Chukchi Cap and Nansen Basin mean draft

has remained nearly unchanged, and actually shows a slight increase of

about 0.1 m. Considering the accuracy of draft measurements, changes

with magnitude of 0.1 m can not be stated significant. In autumn, changes

are in general more modest, and Canada Basin is the only region where

the decline in autumn mean draft exceeds the thinning in spring. In North

Pole, Beaufort Sea and Eastern Arctic decrease of autumn mean draft is only

about 30% of the decrease observed in spring. In Chukchi Cap autumn mean

draft has increased 0.2 m, but in Nansen Basin it has remained unchanged.

Regional variability of spring and autumn mean draft is examined by

calculating the standard deviation of regional mean values, separately for

both seasons and both periods. Regional variability has decreased in spring

(from 0.72 m to 0.46 m) as well as in autumn (from 0.71 m to 0.57 m), when

thinning has been most pronounced in the regions with originally thickest

ice.
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Figure 4.1: Regional mean draft in a) spring and b) autumn during 1975-2000.
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Table 4.1: Regional spring and autumn mean draft in 1975-1987 and 1988-2000 and the

change between periods as absolute difference and scaled per decade.

Mean draft (m) Change

1975-1987 1988-2000 m m/decade

North Pole Spring 4.46 3.63 -0.83 -0.64

Autumn 3.16 2.91 -0.25 -0.19

Canada Basin Spring 4.27 3.54 -0.73 -0.56

Autumn 3.25 2.48 -0.78 -0.60

Beaufort Sea Spring 3.64 2.60 -1.05 -0.81

Autumn 1.84 1.54 -0.30 -0.23

Chukchi Cap Spring 2.37 2.47 +0.10 +0.08

Autumn 1.29 1.50 +0.21 +0.16

Eastern Arctic Spring 4.20 3.22 -0.98 -0.75

Autumn 2.38 2.00 -0.38 -0.29

Nansen Basin Spring 3.32 3.45 +0.13 +0.10

Autumn 2.80 2.84 +0.04 +0.03

Seasonal variability is generally largest in Eastern Arctic and Beaufort

Sea, and in Nansen Basin it is remarkably smaller than in all other regions.

As described above, the decline in mean draft has been stronger in spring

than in autumn in several regions, which has led to decrease of seasonal

variability. This reduction of seasonality is most evident in Beaufort Sea

and Eastern Arctic, where seasonal variability decreased from 1.8 m to 1.1

m and from 1.8 m to 1.2 m, respectively. Seasonal variability has clearly

decreased also in North Pole (from 1.3 m to 0.7 m), but in Chukchi Cap the

decline is very modest (from 1.1 m to 1.0 m). In Canada Basin and Nansen

Basin change in seasonal variability is very small, but positive, since those

are the regions with seasonally most even changes in mean draft.

Figure 4.1 shows yearly mean drafts in each region during the whole pe-

riod 1975-2000, separately in spring (a) and autumn (b). In all regions mean

draft in both seasons show significant interannual variability. Interannual

variability, quantitively determined as standard deviation of annual mean

values, can be seen in Table 4.2. It is in general slightly larger in spring

(0.62 m) than in autumn (0.50 m), i.e. the interannual variability of an-
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Table 4.2: Interannual variability of regional mean draft during the whole study period

1975-2000, and the variability of ice bottom profile in 1975-1987 and 1988-2000. Inter-

annual variability is defined as standard deviation of yearly means and variability of ice

bottom profile as standard deviation of individual draft values.

Interannual variability (m) Variability of bottom profile (m)

1975-2000 1975-1987 1988-2000

North Pole Spring 0.53 3.24 2.27

Autumn 0.74 1.91 1.79

Canada Basin Spring 0.55 3.06 2.30

Autumn 0.58 2.07 1.84

Beaufort Sea Spring 0.97 2.33 2.23

Autumn 0.21 1.70 0.94

Chukchi Cap Spring 0.49 1.67 1.79

Autumn 0.46 1.60 1.35

Eastern Arctic Spring 0.52 2.32 1.98

Autumn 0.55 1.45 1.55

Nansen Basin Spring 0.62 2.69 2.49

Autumn 0.50 1.42 2.00

nual maximum mean drafts is greater than of annual minimum mean drafts.

Regionally largest interannual variability in spring is observed in Beaufort

Sea (0.97 m) and Chukchi Cap (0.67 m), while in all other regions interan-

nual variabity is in the range of 0.49-0.55 m. In autumn situation is quite

opposite, since Beaufort Sea is the region of remarkably small interannual

variability (0.21 m), and also Chukchi Cap shows relatively little variability

(0.43 m). Largest interannual variability in autumn is observed in North

Pole (0.74 m) and Canada Basin (0.58 m).

Standard deviation of single draft measurements is calculated from all

recordings made within each region, separately for both periods and seasons,

to estimate the variability of ice bottom profile. Values are listed in Table

4.2. In general, standard deviation is larger in spring than in autumn, and

has decreased in spring in all other regions except in Chukchi Cap. In

autumn decline is observed in Canada Basin, Beaufort Sea and Chukchi

Cap. This evolution dominated by decrease of standard deviation indicates
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”flatter” ice bottom surface during the later half of the 26-year period.

4.2 Draft distribution

Probability density functions of ice draft, i.e. draft distributions g(D) are

calculated with interval of 20 cm for each region separately for spring and

autumn, and for both 13-year period: 1975-1987 and 1988-2000. Figure 4.2

shows all regional draft distributions.

All regional spring draft distributions from former period have quite uni-

form shape with one wide peak in MYI with draft 2-3 m and regional dif-

ferences are most pronounced in the fraction of open water and thin ice,

D < 0.5 m. Compared to former period, spring draft distributions from

1988-2000 have much higher and more narrow peaks that are located in

thinner ice, D = 1.5 − 2.5 m, and have larger regional variability. In Beau-

fort Sea and Chukchi Cap peak has shifted from MYI to FYI category, when

modal draft decreased from 2.5 m to 1.7 m and from 2.5 m to 1.5 m, respec-

tively. Concentration of open water and very thin ice has decreased in sev-

eral regions and the regional differences in thinnest ice categories (D < 0.3

m) are negligible.

Autumn draft distributions from 1975-1987 differ clearly from spring

cases. Although the shape of autumn draft distributions has large regional

variability, they all, except Chukchi Cap, have a local minimum around

D = 0.5− 1 m, in the boundary between FYI and MYI. Bi-modal structure

of draft distribution has become stronger in North Pole, Canada Basin and

Eastern Arctic since the concentration of thin FYI has increased and the

concentration of deformed ice has decreased.

Draft distributions can be divided in two groups with characteristics of

PIZ and SIZ. In PIZ autumn draft distribution has typically bi-modal shape,

with modal draft in MYI and second maximum in FYI, which is the case in

North Pole, Canada Basin, Eastern Arctic and Nansen Basin during both

periods and in Beaufort Sea during the former period. In these regions

modal draft is around 2-3 m, second maximum in thin FYI (D = 0.3 m),

and a local minimum between them, in D = 0.7 − 0.9 m. In SIZ autumn
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Figure 4.2: Regional draft distributions from a) spring 1975-1987, b) spring 1988-2000,

c) autumn 1975-1987 and d) autumn 1988-2000. Graph shows concentrations of draft

bins with interval of 0.2 m.
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draft distribution is dominated by open water and thin FYI, like in Chukchi

Cap during both periods and in Beaufort Sea during the later period. In

these regions draft distributions do not show any clear boundary between

FYI and MYI, since ice with draft 0.5-2 m is well and fairly evenly present,

but the concentration of ice thicker than D = 2 m decreases rapidly with

increasing draft.

Figure 4.3 shows spring and Figure 4.4 autumn draft distributions from

both periods separately for each region. Regionally changes in draft distri-

bution are strongest in Eastern Arctic and Beaufort Sea during both seasons.

In Eastern Arctic spring modal draft has decreased from 2.5 m to 2.1 m,

but the shape of the peak has changed remarkably to more narrow and

higher form. This was caused by a strong increase of ice with draft 1-3 m

and a clear decrease of ice D > 3 m. In autumn modal draft has remained

unchanged in Eastern Arctic, although the shape of draft distribution has

changed from one high peak to clearly bi-modal structure, when the fraction

of open water and thin ice D < 0.4 m has over doubled and the fraction of

ice around D = 2 m (MYI) has decreased almost 40%.

In Beaufort Sea, the ice cover has clearly changed from perennial to

seasonal type. Height and width of the peak in spring draft distribution

has remained, but the location has shifted to much thinner ice, from MYI

to FYI. In autumn, the change is most pronounced in thin ice (D < 0.6

m), which has increased so, that a local minimum around 0.5 m, that was

present in 1975-1987, has disappeared. During the former period the shape

of autumn draft distribution in Beaufort Sea has characteristics of perennial

ice zone, as bi-modal shape with peaks in FYI and MYI and clear minimum

between them, contrary to the later period, when the shape of autumn draft

distribution is very representative of seasonal ice zone.

In North Pole, Canada Basin and Nansen Basin the evolution of draft

distribution is qualitively similar to Eastern Arctic. In North Pole and

Nansen Basin spring draft distribution has very wide spread shape during

the former period and amount of open water and very thin ice is considerably

large. In Nansen Basin thinnest bin of 0-0.2 m is actually most frequently

observed (concentration 5.6%), although with a very small difference to bin
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Figure 4.3: Regional spring draft distributions during periods 1975-1987 (red) and 1988-

2000 (green) in a) North Pole b) Canada Basin c) Beaufort Sea d) Chukchi Cap e) Eastern

Arctic and f) Nansen Basin. Graphs show concentrations of draft bins with interval of
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Figure 4.4: Regional autumn draft distributions during periods 1975-1987 (red) and
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of 2.6-2.8 m (concentration 5.5%), and thus the modal draft is only 0.1 m.

In North Pole, Canada Basin and Nansen Basin spring draft distributions

from later period show clear change, which is most pronounced as narrowing

and heightening of the peak, which is a result of remarkable increase of ice

with draft 1-3 m and decrease in other thicknesses. In North Pole and

Canada Basin modal draft in spring is in MYI during both periods, despite

a modest decrease (-0.4 m and -0.3 m, respectively). In Nansen Basin spring

time modal draft has increased even 2 m, when it has shifted from 0.1 m

to 2.1 m. Autumn draft distribution in Nansen Basin has remained almost

unchanged. In North Pole and Canada Basin changes in autumn are more

evident, when bi-modality has strengthened. Concentration of very thin ice

(D < 0.4m) has roughly doubled in North Pole and tripled in Canada Basin,

which has caused clear second maximum in D = 0.3 m. Also the amount

of thin MYI (D = 1.5− 2.5 m) has increased, but the amount of thicker ice

has decreased.

Cumulative draft distribution G(D) describes the fractional area occu-

pied by ice with draft less than or equal to D. Regional cumulative distribu-

tions are shown in Figure 4.5. Seasonal behaviour of ice draft distributions

during periods 1975-1987 and 1988-2000 can be interpreted from this Figure

4.5. In Nansen Basin seasonal variability is remarkably small during both

periods. Largest seasonal variability can be seen in Eastern Arctic, Beaufort

Sea and Chukchi Cap, but in these regions seasonality decreased in almost

all thicknesses due to stronger changes in spring than in autumn. In North

Pole seasonality is most pronounced in ice with draft 2-8 m, but has clearly

decreased in thick ice, with D > 3.5 m. In Canada Basin seasonal differ-

ence is fairly evenly present in all ice thicknesses and also remained nearly

unchanged despite the increase in thin ice (D < 1 m).

Cumulative draft distributions show clearly also the fractional area oc-

cupied by different ice types. Regional and seasonal characteristics and the

evolution of three main types, FYI, MYI and deformed ice, are described

more in detail later in sections 4.4-4.6.
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Figure 4.5: Regional cumulative draft distributions in spring (blue) and autumn (red)

and in periods 1975-1987 (thin line) and 1988-2000 (line with circles).
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4.3 Ice volume

Probability density function of ice volume (per area) is calculated after Yu

et al. (2004), but as a function of draft D, V (D) = Dg(D). This function

is dimensionless and describes the fraction of total volume supplied by ice

with draft D. It integrates to the mean draft (Yu et al., 2004)

D =
∫

∞

0

V (D)dD, (4.1)

Because defined using draft in stead of thickness, volumes presented here

correspond to the under water level portion of the whole ice volume. As

equation 4.1 shows, total ice volume per area equals to mean drafts, but

the benefit of the approach of volume distribution compared to mean drafts

calculated directly from single measurements is, that it enables determining

of the composition of total ice volume.

Regional ice volume distributions from both 13-year periods are shown

in Figure 4.6 (spring) and Figure 4.7 (autumn). In general, compared to

corresponding draft distributions peaks are located in nearly similar draft

values, but the tail is sloping much more gently in the volume distributions

because thick ice has more weight on ice volume.

In spring, the evolution of volume distribution is regionally quite uniform.

In all regions volume of thick ice has decreased, which is pronounced in

D > 2 m in Beaufort Sea and Chukchi Cap, in D > 3 m in Canada Basin,

Eastern Arctic and Nansen Basin and in D > 4 m in North Pole. Volume

of thinner ice has increased. In Beaufort Sea and Chukchi Cap the increase

is most pronounced in the volume of FYI D < 2 m, which has increased

remarkably also in Eastern Arctic. In North Pole, Canada Basin and Nansen

Basin there is an increase in the volume of FYI as well as in the volume

of thin MYI. In North Pole and Nansen Basin the volume of very thin ice

has decreased, due to clear decrease of the concentration of corresponding

drafts (in Figure 4.3).

In autumn changes in volume distribution vary widely between regions.

In North Pole and Canada Basin the clearest change is the reduction of

volume of thick ice (D > 3 m) which is accompanied by a slight increase
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Figure 4.6: Regional ice volume distributions in spring during periods 1975-1987 (red)

and 1988-2000 (green) in a) North Pole b) Canada Basin c) Beaufort Sea d) Chukchi Cap

e) Eastern Arctic and f) Nansen Basin.
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Figure 4.7: Regional ice volume distributions in autumn during periods 1975-1987 (red)

and 1988-2000 (green) in a) North Pole b) Canada Basin c) Beaufort Sea d) Chukchi Cap

e) Eastern Arctic and f) Nansen Basin.
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Table 4.3: Difference of total ice volume between 1975-1987 and 1988-2000 in spring and

in autumn.

North Pole Canada Basin Beaufort Sea Chukchi Cap Eastern Arctic Nansen Basin

Spring -18.2% -16.9% -29.3% -22.6% -23.2% +3.3%

Autumn -8.6% -24.0% -17.1% +19.0% -16.6% +2.1%

of thinner ice. In Nansen Basin situation is quite opposite, since the vol-

ume of ice with D < 1.5 m has decreased and the volume of ice with 1.5

m< D < 3.5 m (MYI) has increased. In Eastern Arctic, a decline in the

volume of MYI with 1.5 m< D < 3.5 m is very strong, while the volume

of thinner ice has increased. In Chukchi Cap the evolution of autumn ice

volume distribution is very different from other regions, since the volume

has increased or remained in almost all drafts.

Cumulative ice volumes from periods 1975-1987 and 1988-2000 in all

regions are shown in Figure 4.8 separately for spring and autumn. Total

ice volume is here determined as the sum of the volumes in each bin, i.e.

the cumulative volume in thickest ice bin. Percentual changes of the total

spring and autumn ice volume are listed in Table 4.3.

Nansen Basin is the only region, where the total ice volume in both

seasons has remained nearly unchanged, and even shows a slight increase.

In all other regions total spring ice volume has decreased over 15%, which

is caused by the loss of thick ice. Reduction of total spring ice volume is

largest in Beaufort Sea, where the decline is over 29% due to remarkable

reduction of ice with D > 3 m, while the volume of FYI (D < 2 m) is

nearly three times larger during the later than during the former period. In

Chukchi Cap, the evolution of spring ice volume is very similar to Beaufort

Sea, but in North Pole and Canada Basin the decline is smaller (-18% and

-17%, respectively) and volume loss has occurred in thicker, deformed ice

(in D > 8 m and D > 5 m, respectively).

In autumn the change in total ice volume is largest in Canada Basin

(-24%), which is the only region where decline was greater in autumn than

in spring. Evolution of autumn ice volume is exceptional in Chukchi Cap,
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Figure 4.8: Regional cumulative ice volume in spring (blue) and autumn (red) and in

periods 1975-1987 (thin line) and 1988-2000 (line with circles).
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where total autumn ice volume has increased 19%, which is pronounced in

all ice categories with D > 1 m.

In North Pole, Beaufort Sea and Eastern Arctic, there is a clear reduction

of total ice volume in both seasons, but stronger decline in spring than in

autumn has caused decreased seasonal variability. In Chukchi Cap, during

the later period, the difference between spring and autumn total ice volume

is only half of the seasonal difference during the former period, because of

the decrease in spring and the increase in autumn ice volume. Canada Basin

is the only region where total ice volume has decreased more in autumn than

in spring, which has led to a small increase in seasonality.

Regional variability of total ice volume has decreased in both seasons,

likewise the regional variability of mean draft, since the greatest volume

losses have occurred in the regions with initially largest ice volumes. There-

fore the total ice volume in whole study area was more evenly distributed

over all regions during the later than former half.

As described above, there have been clear changes in total ice volume

in all regions except in Nansen Basin. Also the composition of total ice

volume has changed, even in Nansen Basin. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate

how regional spring and autumn total ice volume consists of three main ice

types, FYI, MYI and deformed ice, during both halves of the whole study

period. Notice the difference in the scale of total ice volume in Figures

4.9 and 4.10. The evolution of the regional ice volume compositions are

described more in detail in next three chapters, where changes in fractional

volumes of FYI, MYI and deformed ice are presented.

4.4 First year ice

Fractional area and volume occupied by FYI in each region, both in spring

and in autumn, are listed in Table 4.4, separately for both periods. Also

the changes between periods 1975-1987 and 1988-2000 are presented.

FYI has the dominant role in SIZ. As regional draft distributions show,

Chukchi Cap can be categorized as SIZ during the whole study period, and

Beaufort Sea fulfils attributes of SIZ during the later period. In Beaufort
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Figure 4.9: Regional total ice volume and its composition in spring. FYI is defined as

ice with D < 2 m, MYI as 2 m< D < 5 m and deformed ice as D > 5 m.
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Figure 4.10: Regional total ice volume and its composition in autumn. FYI is defined as

ice with D < 1 m, MYI as 1 m< D < 5 m and deformed ice as D > 5 m.
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Sea, the change from perennial to seasonal type is evident in the change

of fractional area covered with FYI, which has over tripled in spring and

increased 40% in autumn resulting in concentration of 50% in spring and

41% in autumn. Anyhow, it is noteworthy to remind that the region refered

here as Beaufort Sea (see Figure 3.2) actually covers only the western part of

the whole area typically called with this name. Therefore the strong change

in the ice zone type applies to this area covered by measurements, while the

evolution in the eastern part of the sea area usually known as Beaufort Sea

can not be evaluated from submarine data.

Also in several other regions very strong changes in FYI concentration

are observed. In spring, the increase of area occupied by FYI exceeds 40%

in Canada Basin, Chukchi Cap and Eastern Arctic, in addition to Beaufort

Sea. In North Pole and Nansen Basin, where the amount of thin ice and

open water in spring is remarkably high during the former period, concen-

tration of FYI has decreased about 15%. In autumn, fractional area of FYI

has increased enormously in Canada Basin and Eastern Arctic, resulting

in over triple concentration compared to former period with values of 17%

in Canada Basin and 23% in Eastern Arctic. Also in North Pole a signifi-

cant increase (+39%) is observed. In Chukchi Cap and Nansen Basin FYI

concentration has decreased, although in Nansen Basin the change is very

modest, -5%.

Nansen Basin is the region with most modest and seasonally even changes,

but in other regions change of FYI concentration have different magnitude

in different seasons. The increase of fractional area of FYI is stronger in

spring than in autumn in North Pole, Canada Basin and Eastern Arctic,

i.e. in PIZ. In SIZ (Chukchi Cap and Beaufort Sea), where fraction of open

water and very thin ice in the end of melting season is rather high already

during the former period, the increase in FYI concentration is much larger

in spring than in autumn.

Contribution of FYI in total ice volume is much smaller than in con-

centration, since thicker ice categories have much more weight in total ice

volume. For example in North Pole the concentration of FYI in spring is

over 15%, but still FYI forms less than 5% of total ice volume. Anyhow,
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Table 4.4: Fractional area and volume of FYI (defined as D < 2 m in spring and D < 1 m

in autumn) during periods 1975-1987 and 1988-2000, and the change of fraction between

periods.

Fractional area Fractional volume

1975-87 1988-00 Change 1975-87 1988-00 Change

North Pole Spring 19.1% 16.1% -15.4% 4.6% 6.6% +43.5%

Autumn 6.6% 9.1% +39.0% 1.1% 1.3% +18.2%

Canada Basin Spring 15.1% 21,6% +42.8% 4.6% 9.3% +102.2%

Autumn 5.0% 16.7% +231.7% 0.1% 2.7% +2600%

Beaufort Sea Spring 16.1% 52.3% +224.2% 6.5% 25.4% +290.8%

Autumn 28.0% 40.9% +45.8% 7.5% 13.1% +74.7%

Chukchi Cap Spring 27.3% 54.8% +100.5% 10.8% 32.7% +202.8%

Autumn 55.9% 41.8% -25.3% 16.5% 12.5% -24.2%

Eastern Arctic Spring 12.6% 23.2% +83.9% 3.8% 11.5% +202.6%

Autumn 7.7% 23.3% +202.8% 1.4% 5.2% +271.4%

Nansen Basin Spring 27.8% 23.8% -14.2% 8.5% 10.0% +17.6%

Autumn 12.0% 11.4% -4.9% 2.1% 1.7% -19.0%

the contribution of FYI in total ice volume has mostly increased, and even

multiplied in several regions. Only regions with decreasing FYI volume are

Chukchi Cap and Nansen Basin, and both shows decrease only in autumn

while in spring the FYI volume has increased. In general, fraction of FYI in

total ice volume is largest in SIZ, meaning Chukchi Cap during both periods

and Beaufort Sea during later period, and larger in spring than in autumn.

In spring fraction of FYI of regional total ice volume has over doubled in

Canada Basin, Beaufort Sea, Chukchi Cap and Eastern Arctic, and has

increased clearly also in North Pole and Nansen Basin (+43% and +18%,

respectively). In autumn decrease of roughly 20% is observed in Chukchi

Cap and Nansen Basin. In North Pole, the increase of FYI fractional vol-

ume in autumn is quite modest (18%), but in Eastern Arctic the fractional

volume of FYI has over doubled. The most remarkable of all percentual

changes is the increase in Canada Basin in autumn, but still even after 26-

times increase, only less than 3% of autumn total ice volume is consisted of

FYI.

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show clearly how small is the contribution of FYI
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in total ice volume in the PIZ, eventhough the concentration and the frac-

tional volume of FYI has increased. Figure 4.9 once again illustrates the

remarkable change in Beaufort Sea. The increase in both fractional and

absolute volume of FYI in spring is conspicuously large, and has caused the

shift from PIZ type to SIZ type. Also in Chukchi Cap the significance of

FYI has clearly increased, and during the later period roughly one third of

total ice volume is consisted of FYI.

4.5 Multiyear ice

Table 4.5 shows the seasonal concentration and fractional volume of MYI

during periods 1975-1987 and 1988-2000. In spring significant decrease in

the fractional area and fractional volume of MYI has occurred in Beaufort

Sea (-45% and -28%, respectively) and Chukchi Cap (-37% and -23%, re-

spectively). In all other region the concentration and fractional volume of

MYI in spring has increased, and the change is strongest in North Pole

(+26% in concentration and +56% in fractional volume) and Nansen Basin

(+20% and +7%), and very modest in Eastern Arctic (+1% and +4%).

In autumn the evolution of MYI coverage clearly differs from spring. In

autumn the fractional area and volume of MYI has remained unchanged in

North Pole and Nansen Basin, which are the regions of strongest increase

in spring. Chukchi Cap is the only region, where MYI concentration and

fractional volume has clearly increased (+37% in concentration and +21%

in fractional volume), while in other regions fractional area and volume of

MYI has decreased, and greatest reduction has occurred in Eastern Arctic

(-17% and -5%) and Beaufort Sea (-17% and -3%).

Figure 4.10 shows, that in Chukchi Cap the volume of MYI has increased

so strongly in autumn, that it has caused a clear increase in total ice volume,

eventhough the volume of both FYI and deformed ice has decreased. In

Nansen Basin changes are negligible, but in all other regions absolute volume

of MYI in autumn has decreased, which together with reduction of deformed

ice has caused the decline of total ice volume. In spring, North Pole is the

only region, where the absolute volume of MYI has clearly increased, but
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Table 4.5: Fractional area and volume of MYI (defined as 2 m< D < 5 m in spring and

1 m< D < 5 m in autumn) during periods 1975-1987 and 1988-2000, and the change of

fraction between periods.

Fractional area Fractional volume

1975-1987 1988-2000 Change 1975-1987 1988-2000 Change

North Pole Spring 48.3% 65.2% +25.9% 34.2% 53.3% +55.8%

Autumn 81.1% 80.4% -0.1% 70.4% 70.1% -0.4%

Canada Basin Spring 58.0% 60.4% +4.1% 43.5% 50.5% +16.1%

Autumn 80.7% 75.2% -6.8% 67.4% 73.1% +8.5%

Beaufort Sea Spring 66.4% 36.5% -45.0% 56.1% 40.6% -27.7%

Autumn 68.4% 56.7% -17.1% 78.9% 76.6% -2.9%

Chukchi Cap Spring 58.9% 37.1% -37.0% 55.3% 42.8% -22.6%

Autumn 40.6% 55.7% +37.2% 62.8% 75.8% +20.7%

Eastern Arctic Spring 62.5% 63.2% +1.1% 53.6% 55.9% +4.3%

Autumn 86.6% 72.1% -16.7% 81.9% 78.1% -4.6%

Nansen Basin Spring 49.4% 59.1% +19.6% 46.2% 49.3% +6.7%

Autumn 77.2% 78.0% +1.0% 69.9% 70.8% +1.3%

due to the enormous loss of deformed ice total ice volume has decreased

(Figure 4.9). In other regions spring shows decline in the absolute volume

of MYI. In Beaufort Sea and Chukchi Cap, i.e. in SIZ, reduction of MYI

corresponds more of the total ice volume loss than in PIZ, where it has

occurred more purely due to the reduction of thicker ice, deformed ice.

4.6 Deformed ice

Regional concentrations of deformed ice based on both definitions are pre-

sented in Table 4.6 separately for both periods, 1975-1987 and 1988-2000,

and for both seasons, spring and autumn. Concentration of deformed ice

has large regional and seasonal variability, and in general, concentration

is largest in North Pole and Canada Basin and smallest in Chukchi Cap

and Beaufort Sea, where on the other hand seasonal variability is largest.

Evolution of deformed ice is regionally and seasonally most uniform of all

observed changes with decrease in all categories. In all regions, except in
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Table 4.6: Fractional area of deformed ice, defined as D > 3.5 m and D > 5 m, in spring

and in autumn during periods 1975-1987 and 1988-2000, and the change between periods.

1975-1987 1988-2000 Change

D > 3.5m 5m 3.5m 5m 3.5m 5m

North Pole Spring 51.9% 32.6% 36.0% 18.7% -30.7% -42.3%

Autumn 28.5% 12.3% 22.4% 10.5% -21.3% -15.2%

Canada Basin Spring 48.9% 26.9% 34.5% 18.0% -29.5% -32.8%

Autumn 32.2% 14.3% 17.7% 8.1% -45.0% -43.1%

Beaufort Sea Spring 37.5% 17.5% 21.2% 11.2% -43.6% -35.7%

Autumn 10.2% 3.6% 7.0% 2.4% -31.7% -34.6%

Chukchi Cap Spring 29.2% 13.8% 17.5% 8.1% -40.0% -41.6%

Autumn 7.9% 3.5% 6.9% 2.5% -12.0% -28.2%

Eastern Arctic Spring 50.0% 24.9% 27.5% 13.6% -45.0% -45.4%

Autumn 13.6% 5.7% 11.1% 4.6% -18.4% -18.2%

Nansen Basin Spring 39.4% 22.8% 32.3% 17.1% -17.9% -22.5%

Autumn 24.3% 10.8% 23.4% 10.6% -3.6% -2.2%

Canada Basin, the reduction of fractional area covered with deformed ice

is stronger in spring than in autumn. In spring, there is over 40% decrease

in concentration of ice thicker than D = 3.5 m in Beaufort Sea, Chukchi

Cap and Eastern Arctic, and in very thick ice with D > 5 m decrease ex-

ceeds 40% in North Pole, Chukchi Cap and Eastern Arctic. In autumn the

decline is more modest and exceeds 40% only in Canada Basin, but is still

more than 10% in all regions, except in Nansen Basin (-4% when D > 3.5

m, -2% when D > 5 m). Seasonal difference in concentration of thick ice

(D > 3.5 m) has decreased in all other regions but Canada Basin due to

greater decline in spring than in autumn.

Fraction of deformed ice of regional total ice volume is listed in Table

4.7. Thickest ice categories have very much weight in total ice volume, and

thus the decrease of deformed ice concentration is largely responsible for the

reduction of total ice volume that is observed in almost all regions. During

the former period ice thicker than D = 3.5 m composes over 70% of total

spring ice volume in North Pole and Canada Basin, while the contribution of

ice thicker than D = 3.5 m is 60% during the later period in these regions.
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Table 4.7: Fraction of deformed ice (defined as D > 3.5 m and D > 5 m) of regional

total ice volume in spring and in autumn during periods 1975-1987 and 1988-2000, and

the change between periods.

1975-1987 1988-2000 Change

D > 3.5m 5m 3.5m 5m 3.5m 5m

North Pole Spring 79.4% 61.2% 60.0% 40.1% -24.4% -34.5%

Autumn 50.2% 28.5% 44.8% 27.2% -10.8% -4.6%

Canada Basin Spring 73.9% 51.9% 59.9% 40.2% -18.9% -22.5%

Autumn 55.8% 32.5% 40.6% 24.2% -27.2% -25.5%

Beaufort Sea Spring 60.7% 37.4% 50.3% 34.0% -17.1% -9.1%

Autumn 29.0% 13.6% 23.8% 10.6% -17.9% -22.1%

Chukchi Cap Spring 54.4% 33.9% 40.9% 24.5% -33.0% -27.7%

Autumn 35.9% 20.7% 24.4% 11.7% -32.0% -43.5%

Eastern Arctic Spring 65.6% 42.6% 51.1% 32.6% -22.3% -23.5%

Autumn 30.9% 16.7% 30.8% 16.7% 0% 0%

Nansen Basin Spring 65.6% 45.3% 58.6% 40.7% -10.7% -10.2%

Autumn 48.6% 28.0% 46.6% 27.5% -4.1% -1.8%

In North Pole the decline is even more pronounced in thickest ice types,

since the fractional volume of ice of D > 5 m has decreased even more

strongly. In North Pole and Canada Basin also in autumn over 50% of total

ice volume is formed by ice with D > 3.5 m during years 1975-1987. In

autumn difference between periods is quite modest in North Pole, but in

Canada Basin a decrease of fractional volume of deformed ice is stronger

than observed in spring.

Also in Beaufort Sea, Eastern Arctic and Nansen Basin the fractional

volume of ice thicker than D = 3.5 m exceeds 60% in spring during years

1975-1987, but during the later period corresponding fraction is roughly 50%

in Beaufort Sea and Eastern Arctic. In Nansen Basin changes are modest in

both seasons. In Beaufort Sea the decrease of fractional volume of deformed

ice in autumn exceeds the decline in spring, but in Eastern Arctic autumn

does not show any change. In Chukchi Cap, fractional volume of deformed

ice is smallest during both periods and both seasons, and also the decrease

is strong in all categories.
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The evolution of total ice volume and its composition is presented in

Figures 4.9 and 4.10, where volumes of MYI and deformed ice are calculated

with limit D = 5 m distinguishing them. It shows that the loss of thick,

most likely deformed ice, is largely responsible for the decline of total ice

volume as well as mean draft which is observed in most of the regions. This

is most evident during spring in Canada Basin, where the volume of level ice

(FYI+MYI) has remained nearly unchanged, and thus the 17% reduction

in total ice volume has occurred purely due to the loss of deformed ice

(Figure 4.9). In other regions situation is a bit more complicated, since also

the level ice volume has clearly changed. In North Pole spring volume of

deformed ice has diminished nearly 50%, which has led to clear decrease

in total ice volume eventhough the volume of level ice has increased. In

Beaufort Sea, Chukchi Cap and Eastern Arctic also the volume of level

ice has decreased in spring, but not as strongly as the volume of deformed

ice. In Nansen Basin changes are most modest, and absolute volume of

deformed ice has decreased little bit less than fractional volume presented

earlier, since the total ice volume has slightly increased due to the increase

of level ice volume, in both spring and autumn. During both periods the

volume of deformed ice in autumn is much smaller than in spring in all

regions and also the changes in absolute volume of deformed ice are more

modest. The conspicuous behaviour is observed in Chukchi Cap, where the

total ice volume has increased despite of the reduction in the volume of

deformed ice.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

Differences between periods 1975-1987 and 1988-2000 in regional mean draft

and ice volume, as well as in their distributions, are remarkable. Seasonally

and regionally uneven distribution of evolution has caused change, mostly

decrease, also in variability. Thinning and reduction of total ice volume

have occurred due to loss of thick, mostly deformed ice, and has been most

pronounced in the regions with initially thickest ice cover and stronger in

spring than in autumn in several regions.

Thinning of Arctic sea ice during past decades has been reported in sev-

eral studies basing on different datasets and covering different time periods.

The reduction of sea ice extent and the partial replacement of MYI by FYI

has been observed in the studies examining satellite images. In this chapter

results presented in previous chapter are compared to observations reported

in other studies. The evolution of Arctic sea ice cover is a result of com-

plicated interplay between dynamics and thermodynamics, and changes in

these main forcing mechanisms are described to detect their contribution

and importance on observed changes.

5.1 Thinning rate

Changes in regional mean drafts presented in Table 4.1 are significant in

most of the regions, but have large regional and seasonal differences. Thin-

ning of the Arctic sea ice cover has been observed in several studies during
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Figure 5.1: Change in autumn mean draft between periods 1958-1976 and 1993-1997

Rothrock et al. (1999).

the previous decade (e.g. Wadhams, 1990; Rothrock et al., 1999; Wadhams

and Davis, 2000; Tucker et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2004), and most of them show

same kind of spatial differences in thinning rate. These studies concerning

Arctic sea ice thickness base mostly on submarine sonar measurements, but

from different years and seasons as well as from different areas, so that

comparison of results in not so straightforward.

Rothrock et al. (1999) and Yu et al. (2004) compared autumn mean drafts

from four historical submarine cruises (from late 1950s to 1970s) to three

more recent ones (1993-1997). Data from these cruises accomplised in 1990s

are included in the public dataset of NSIDC, and thus utilized also in this

work. Figure 5.1 shows the results of Rothrock et al. (1999). Rothrock et al.

(1999) and Yu et al. (2004) both reported strong thinning in central and

western Arctic, i.e. in North Pole, Canada Basin and Beaufort Sea, with

rate of approximately -0.4 m decade−1. This is about double compared to

the autumn thinning rate in North Pole and Beaufort Sea presented in Table

4.1, but slightly less than observed in Canada Basin.

Results of Rothrock et al. (1999) and Yu et al. (2004) differ strongly
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from each other in Chukchi Cap and Eastern Arctic. Rothrock et al. (1999)

reported strong thinning (-0.3 m decade−1) also in Chukchi Cap, while Yu

et al. (2004) did not find any significant change in mean draft in this region.

Both of these result differ from the changes observed in this study, since dur-

ing the period 1975-2000 Chukchi Cap shows the increase in autumn mean

draft with the rate of +0.2 m decade−1. Also in Eastern Arctic thinning

rates observed by Rothrock et al. (1999) and Yu et al. (2004) differ clearly

from each other (-0.6 m decade−1 and -0.1 m decade−1, respectively), and

the rate observed in this study (-0.3 m decade−1) lays between.

The most remarkable difference between my results and results of Rothrock

et al. (1999), is the evolution in Nansen Basin. When analysing data from

years 1958-1970 and 1993-1997, Rothrock et al. (1999) found Nansen Basin,

together with Eastern Arctic, to be the region where strongest thinning

occurred, while in this study covering the period 1975-2000 mean draft in

Nansen Basin remained nearly unchanged, and actually showed a very slight

increase. Yu et al. (2004) did not regard Nansen Basin. The large differ-

ence in the thinning rates could indicate that in Nansen Basin thinning has

occurred mostly before 1976.

On the other hand Wadhams (1990) and Wadhams and Davis (2000) ob-

served strong thinning in Nansen Basin also between years 1976 and 1996,

when they compared autumn mean drafts from submarine sonar profiles ac-

quired during years 1976, 1987 and 1996. These works base on the data that

is not included in the public archive of NSIDC, and cruise tracks extended

more south than all the autumn cruises utilized in this study. Wadhams

and Davis (2000) observed strongest thinning rate in southernmost part,

between latitudes 81-83◦N, where the mean draft in 1996 was only about

30% of the mean in 1976. Anyhow, also in the latitudes covered by the data

of NSIDC Wadhams and Davis (2000) reported clearly larger thinning rate

(from 0.5 to over 1.0 m decade−1) than presented here in Table 4.1. The

explanation for strong difference between my observations and the results

of Wadhams and Davis (2000) can propably be found in the spatial and

temporal averaging. Wadhams and Davis (2000) compared data from two

cruises and in very narrow sector, while in this study comparison is made
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over larger area and between two 13-year periods. Basing on the earlier

observations of thinning in the same region (Wadhams, 1990), Wadhams

and Davis (2000) speculated that substantial part of the thinning between

1976 and 1996 took place during the first of those two decades, i.e. before

1986, which is not very well covered in the autumn data set of NSIDC.

Tucker et al. (2001) has also examined changes in the mean draft bas-

ing on submarine sonar data, but contrary to Rothrock et al. (1999), Yu

et al. (2004), Wadhams (1990) and Wadhams and Davis (2000) they used

data from spring cruises. Their study covered the sector from North Pole

towards Alaska coast and the period from 1986 to 1994. Tucker et al. (2001)

observed very strong thinning in western Arctic (about -1 m decade−1) but

the change in North Pole was insignificant. The time period covered in this

study begins 11 years earlier and last 6 years longer than the period con-

sidered in the work of Tucker et al. (2001), and over the longer time period

thinning rate in Beaufort Sea and Canada Basin is little less (-0.8 and -0.6 m

decade−1, respectively) than observed by Tucker et al. (2001). In North Pole

the cituation is contrary, and the longer time period shows much stronger

thinning (-0.6 m decade−1, Table 4.1) than reported by Tucker et al. (2001).

Because of the large differences in the time period and area covered in

different studies, comparison of thinning rates is rather difficult eventhough

most of the studies base partly on the same data. Overall, in all these

previous researches as well as in this work observed thinning follows quite

similar regional pattern with largest changes in the central and western

Arctic. These are the regions that are most often included into the study

area, and where the sampling has been most frequent. In other regions

results of different studies concerning different seasons and different time

periods have much more variation, and results base on more sparse sampling.

Strongest thinning in western and central Arctic, which are the regions of

initially thickest ice, has been observed also in several model studies (e.g.

Zhang et al., 2000; Bitz and Roe, 2004). This spatial pattern has led to

decline in regional variability and to more equal distribution of ice mass

over the Arctic Ocean, which was observed also in this study.

In addition to regional variation, thinning rates presented in Table 4.1
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have also significant seasonal differences. Decline in mean draft as well as in

ice volume has been in general larger in spring than in autumn, which has

caused a decrease in seasonal variability. Earlier studies basing on submarine

sonar measurements have concerned only one season, and therefore they

have not enabled this kind of direct comparison between thinning rates of

different seasons. In western Arctic thinning rate in spring observed by

Tucker et al. (2001) was larger than in autumn observed by Rothrock et al.

(1999) and Yu et al. (2004), but in the North Pole the situation was contrary.

The time periods covered in these three studies were so different, that any

reliable conclusions on seasonal pattern can not be made. Changes in the

seasonal variability have not been discussed much in model studies either.

Hilmer and Lemke (2000) estimated the annual cycle of thinning basing

on dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model, and observed largest decrease in

mean thickness in autumn, contrary to observation based results presented

here.

5.2 Composition of ice cover

As described in previous section, thinning rates estimated in different studies

vary considerably, eventhough many of them base partly on the same data.

Anyhow, all these studies are in very good agreement about the changes in

the composition of ice volume, and the results presented in the Chapter 4

follow the same pattern. E.g. Wadhams and Davis (2001), Tucker et al.

(2001) and Yu et al. (2004) reported clear decrease in the concentration

or fractional volume of thick, mostly deformed ice. Also in this study, the

strongest as well as seasonally and regionally most uniform of all observed

change is the loss of thick ice, which is evident in draft and volume distri-

butions (Figures 4.3-4.4 and 4.6-4.7), and even more clearly visible in the

cumulative ice volume distributions (Figure 4.8).

Cumulative ice volumes presented in Figure 4.8 show remarkable loss of

total ice volume in most of the regions. Only exceptions are Nansen Basin

with negligible changes and Chukchi Cap with clearly increasing ice volume

in autumn. From Figure 4.8 it is evident that decline in ice volume occurred
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due to the loss of thick ice, with some regional variance in the limiting draft.

These results are in good agreement with Yu et al. (2004). They estimate

that over the entire Arctic Ocean ice volume decreased over 30% between

periods 1958-1970 and 1993-1997, and that MYI and deformed ice account

for nearly all of the reduction. Yu et al. (2004) observed, that the volume of

ice thinner than 4 m remained essentially unchanged, and the volume losses

increased with increasing thickness.

Tucker et al. (2001) described the changes in the ice composition dur-

ing 1986-1994 by the fractional occurrence of three main ice types: FYI,

MYI and deformed ice. They examined spring data and concentrated on

two rather small areas, one in North Pole and another in Canada Basin at

86◦N. Changes in the spot in Canada Basin were much larger, and there the

occurrence of deformed ice, which they defined as D > 3.5 m, was about

20% smaller in the 1990s than in the 1980s. In North Pole Tucker et al.

(2001) did not find that strong changes, eventhough the concentration of

FYI showed slight increase and the concentration of deformed ice small de-

crease. The changes in concentrations of FYI and deformed ice listed in

Tables 4.4 and 4.6 represent longer time period and larger areas than the

results of Tucker et al. (2001), but in Canada Basin they are in very good

agreement. In North Pole longer time period analysed in this study reveal

much larger changes than was reported by Tucker et al. (2001).

Distinct emissivities of FYI and MYI enable the detection of the occur-

rence of these ice types as well as the determining of the extent and location

of PIZ and SIZ from passive microwave images. Comiso (2002) observed sig-

nificant year to year variation in the location of PIZ depending mostly on

ice drift forced by atmospheric circulation, but also a clear reduction in the

extent of PIZ during 1978-2000. The change was strongest in Beaufort and

Chukchi Seas, and considerable changes took place also in the eastern part

of the Arctic (Comiso, 2002). This is in very good agreement with changes

in the draft and volume distributions presented in Chapter 4, and supports

the observation of remarkable change in Beaufort Sea from PIZ type to SIZ

type.

Very recent studies of Maslanik et al. (2007) and Comiso et al. (2008)
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reveal that changes in the Arctic sea ice extent, and especially in the extent

of PIZ, have continued and even accelerated since 2000. Maslanik et al.

(2007) point out that in addition to the retreat of PIZ as a whole, the amount

of oldest and thickest ice within the remaining MYI pack has decreased

significantly. Now 58% of MYI consists of relatively young 2- and 3- year-old

ice, while in the mid-1980s the corresponding fraction was 35% (Maslanik

et al., 2007). Comiso et al. (2008) describe the observed minimum ice extent

in September 2007, and show how the major decline occurred in extended

regions of Beaufort, Chukchi, East Siberian, Laptev and Kara Seas. Kara

Sea was not included in my study area, but other areas listed by Comiso

et al. (2008) correspond to regions of Beaufort Sea, Chukchi Cap and Eastern

Arctic, which are the areas that show the strongest changes in the draft

distributions already for the period 1975-2000, as described in the section

4.2.

5.3 Thermodynamical forcing

The thermodynamical growth and decay are determined by energy balances

described in section 2.1.1. Changes in the terms of equations cause im-

balance and thus changes in the thickness obtained by thermodynamical

processes. Although the loss of ice volume occurred due to the strong re-

duction of thick, mostly deformed ice, it could be caused by changes in the

thermodynamical forcing by several possible mechanisms.

First, thinner thermodynamically grown level ice assumably form thinner

ice ridges in deformations. On the other hand, it is possible that decreasing

effect on mean thickness and ice volume would be seen only in the scale

of individual ridges, and the effect in the scale of regional total ice volume

would be opposite, because the number of ridges could increase, since thin-

ner ice is more easily deformed. Second, the increase in the oceanic heat

flux enhance bottom melting with strongest effect on ice ridges due to larger

surface area and turbulence caused by keels (Yu et al., 2004). Increase in

the oceanic heat flux can be result of thinner and more open ice cover, which

increases the absorption of solar radiation into the ocean. Also the retreat
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of insulating cold halocline layer in the Eurasian Basin in the beginning of

1990s has most likely increased oceanic heat flux (Steele and Boyd, 1998).

Steele and Boyd (1998) noted that the strengthening of Eurasian low and

resulting increase in storm activity assumeably enhance mixing of surface

water so that the values their estimates for the increase of oceanic heat flux

in Eurasian Basin (0.5-3 Wm−2) may be even too low. The increase in the

temperature of Pacific water entering through Bering Strait has increased

the oceanic heat flux in the Pacific sector of the Arctic (Shimada et al.,

2006).

Several model studies have been trying to determine the forcing mech-

anisms that could have led to observed strong thinning of the Arctic sea

ice. Bitz and Roe (2004) examined three global climate models with differ-

ent kinds of sea ice physics, and they show that all three models produced

similar spatial pattern of thinning, eventhough one of the models totally

neglected ice dynamics. In all these model results strongest thinning oc-

curred in the areas with initially thickest ice, as observed also in this study.

Bitz and Roe (2004) stated that observed high rate thinning and its depen-

dency on thickness can be explained with thermodynamical forcing, since

the model with motionless ice cover produced similar results with those

others with more complicated ice dynamics. They pointed out the negative

correlation between ice thickness and growth rate, and showed how thin ice

adjust more quickly to perturbations than thicker ice. Bitz and Roe (2004)

also emphasized how thinner ice need not thin much to increase its growth

rate remarkably, but in contrast thick ice must thin much more before there

is any significant increase in the growth rate.

SAT plays a very important role in thermodynamical forcing. SAT in

the Arctic shows positive trend, with greatest rate in winter and spring,

and in the eastern side of the Arctic (e.g. Rigor et al., 2000; Polyakov et al.,

2003). For more detailed examination of the SAT during the study period

1975-2000, I produced mean SAT fields from ERA-40 reanalysed meteoro-

logical data. Mean SAT fields were calculated for both halves of the entire

period (1975-1987 and 1988-2000), and the difference between periods was

examined. Due to the differences of the evolution of ice cover in spring
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Figure 5.2: Difference in SAT between periods 1975-1987 and 1988-2000 in the winter

(November-March, upper figure) and summer (June-August, lower figure).
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and in autumn, the examination of SAT was made separately for preceding

months of both seasons, i.e. for growth season in winter (November-March)

and melt season in summer (June-August). Differences in SAT between

1975-1987 and 1988-2000 in winter and summer are presented in Figure 5.2.

Over the land area Figure 5.2 shows similar seasonal pattern as the results

of Rigor et al. (2000) in Figure 2.6, with strongest warming in winter in

Siberia, Scandinavia and eastern Greenland, and slight cooling near Bering

Strait and in Canadian Archipelago. Over the Arctic Ocean agreement is

not that good. Figure 5.2 shows warming in the winter only for the area

north of Greenland and cooling also in the eastern side of Arctic Ocean,

while Rigor et al. (2000) observed warming in the winter and spring over

the wide area of the eastern Arctic. For the summer, both Figure 2.6 and

5.2 show no significant change in SAT over the Arctic Ocean. Anyhow, it

must be considered that estimations of SAT trends over the Arctic Ocean

always include considerable uncertainties due to lack of observations.

Evolution of SAT is regionally and seasonally uneven, but still does not

explain seasonal and regional structure of the evolution of ice draft and

volume. Strongest warming rates have been observed in the winter, even-

though with varying spatial pattern, and the thermodynamical ice growth

has decreased. Since the summer melt has remained almost unchanged, the

thinner ice in spring would lead to equally thinner ice in autumn, while

results presented in Chapter 4 show clearly stronger decrease of mean draft

and ice volume in spring than in autumn in most of the regions.

Also the regional distribution of SAT trends is contrary to observed re-

gional trends in ice draft and volume. Both ERA-40 based SAT fields in

Figure 5.2 and the results of Rigor et al. (2000) show cooling in the western

parts of the Arctic Ocean, i.e. around Beaufort Sea, which is the area of

remarkable changes in ice cover. In this area, the increase of oceanic heat

flux due to the rise in the temperature of Pacific inflow water (Shimada

et al., 2006) may have had a significant contribution. Nansen Basin, on the

other hand, is the region where Figure 5.2 shows greatest warming, while

the ice cover remained remarkably unchanged.

The dominance of thermodynamics could explain the observed loss of
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thick, deformed ice, but the warming trend in SAT and increase in oceanic

heat flux do not offer a comprehensive and straigthforward explanation for

the decrease of seasonal and regional variability. At the same time, it must

be taken into account, that as Bitz and Roe (2004) showed, the response

of ice to the changing SAT depends on the initial thickness, and thus small

increase of SAT in the areas, and during the seasons, of thickest ice can

cause large decline in thickness.

5.4 Dynamical forcing

As described in the Chapter 2.1, ice dynamics have notable impact on ice

thickness, and many studies have concluded that dynamical forcing has had

a dominant role in the strong thinning of the Arctic sea ice cover. Makshtas

et al. (2003) state that only 20% of the thinning can be explained by an

increase in SAT, and most of the reduction is caused by a decrease in ridge

concentration. Other approaches on the question can be found from e.g.

Rigor and Wallace (2004), who point out the decrease in the ice age due to

the changes in the advection, and Vinje (2001) who associate the increase

in ice export to the decreasing ice thickness in the Arctic.

The changes in the dynamical forcing during the study period were es-

timated using ERA-40 reanalysed data for wind fields. Like with SAT, ex-

amination was made for the two 13-year periods, 1975-1987 and 1988-2000,

and separately for winter (November-March) and summer (June-August).

Wind fields were produced for 850 hPa level, which corresponds closely

to geostrophic wind. Figure 5.3 shows the anomalies, so that anomaly 1

presents the difference between former half (1975-1987) and the whole pe-

riod mean (1975-2000), and anomaly 2 corresponding difference between

later half (1988-2000) and the whole period.

In the winter largest difference between periods 1975-1987 and 1988-2000

can be found along coast of Alaska and eastern Siberia, while in the sum-

mer difference is largest close to Canadian Archipelago and eastern Siberia.

Especially in the winter, anomalies correspond very well with the changes

related to the clear shift in AO-index from mostly negative to strongly pos-
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Figure 5.3: Wind field anomalies for 1975-1987 and 1988-2000 in winter (November-

March, upper figures) and summer (June-August, lower figures). Anomaly 1 (on the

left) presents the difference between 1975-1988 and the mean of the whole study period

1975-2000, and Anomaly 2 (on the right) shows the difference between 1988-2000 and

1975-2000.
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Figure 5.4: Simulated mean ice velocity fields and annual mean SLP contours for periods

1979-1988 and 1988-1996 from Zhang et al. (2000) .

itive phase in the late 1980s (Figure 2.8), which caused the weakening of

the anticyclone around Beaufort Sea (Rigor et al., 2002).

Figure 5.4 shows simulated mean ice velocity during periods 1979-1988

and 1989-1996 by Zhang et al. (2000). E.g. Rigor et al. (2002) stated that

variability in ice motion is largely explained with variation in AO-index,

and ice drift patterns in Figure 5.4 correspond very well with the ice motion

during low and high AO-index conditions presented in Figure 2.13. The

ice velocity fields show greatest difference near Alaska and east Siberian

coasts due to the weakening of Beaufort Gyre. Weakening of Beaufort Gyre

caused a decline in the average travel time of MYI from 5 to 4 years (Pfirman

et al., 2004), which for its part cause thinning when ice has less time to grow

thermodynamically and to deform.

Basing on Figures 5.3 and 5.4 it can be assumed, that the changes in

the strength of Beaufort Gyre have the largest effect on ice conditions in

Beaufort Sea and Canada Basin, when ice advected along Beaufort Gyre has

turned younger, and concurrently the level of compression and deformations

seems to have decreased. Despite the slight decrease in SAT, these are the

regions of strong thinning, and the changes in the ice dynamics appear to

have a substantial impact.

Shift in the origin of ice advected into the region seems to give a possible
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explanation for the large changes in Eastern Arctic as well as for nearly

unchanged ice conditions in Nansen Basin. During the former period 1975-

1987 Beaufort Gyre extends in Eastern Arctic, and ice advected into the

region is thus mostly MYI. Due to the weakening of Beaufort Gyre, in

the later period larger part of the advected ice is from Siberian coast and

therefore thinner FYI. In Nansen Basin the influence of changed advection

pattern is contrary, and has balanced the effect of increased SAT and possi-

bly increment of oceanic heat flux. Figure 5.4 shows that during the former

period ice entering into Nansen Basin is mostly from the SIZ of Kara and

Laptev Seas, while in the later period advection over North Pole is larger,

and includes more thick ice from Beaufort Gyre.

Evolution of autumn ice volume in Chukchi Cap is exceptional compared

to all other regions, when the total ice volume has increased about 20% due

to the considerable increase in the volume of MYI. Chukchi Cap is part of

Beaufort Gyre, and therefore ice advection has an important role. The only

reasonable explanation for the increase of amount of MYI in the end of melt

season seems to be the enhanced advection from western Arctic, eventhough

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 do not directly suggest it. Anyhow, this assumption

agrees with the observed decline in the volume of MYI in Beaufort Sea and

Canada Basin.

5.5 Other contributors

The thinning of Arctic sea ice, as well as changes in the ice composition have

been reported already in several earlier studies, eventhough with varying

rates and spatial patterns, while the decline in seasonal variability is a new,

and actually slightly surprising observation. It is also the behaviour that

is most difficult to explain with changes in SAT, oceanic heat flux and ice

dynamics. Hilmer and Lemke (2000) investigated the Arctic sea ice volume

with dynamic-thermodynamic model, which was forced with NCEP/NCAR

reanalysis wind and SAT field, and they found significant decrease of ice

volume, which was most pronounced in autumn. This contrary result of

seasonal distribution rises a question of the importance of other contribu-
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tors in addition to the SAT and wind forcing. Other possible contributors

could be e.g. precipitation, cloudiness, river discharges and oceanic current

system. Actually these all can influence on the thermodynamical growth,

but their impact and importance are not as well known as the effect of SAT

and oceanic heat flux. Here precipitation and cloudiness are discussed in

more detail, since they could provide seasonally varying changes.

Polyakov et al. (1999) stated, that in the dominance of cyclonic circu-

lation regime in the Arctic Ocean, which was the case during most of the

period 1988-2000, the precipitation is increased in all seasons. Years of

cyclonic circulation are in general warmer, but summer temperatures still

remain in melting point. Enhanced summer precipitation, if assumed to fall

mostly in a form of snow, would increase the surface albedo during melting

season and thus retard melting, and with all other processes possible lead

to decreased seasonal variability in ice thickness.

Cloud cover has a large effect on downwelling longwave radiation and

thus on thermodynamical ice growth, but cloudiness in the Arctic is rather

weakly known and differences in simulated Arctic cloud cover between global

climate models are large. Eisenman et al. (2007) studied the equilibrium

thickness of Arctic sea ice with differing longwave radiation due to differing

cloud cover produced by global climate models. They found the range of

the equilibrium thickness to be 1-10m with intermodel range of ±20 Wm−2

in downwelling longwave radiation. On the other hand, they also pointed

out the importance of surface albedo, since the tuning of albedo by only

±0,1 is sufficient to eliminate these large differences in equilibrium thick-

ness caused by the range of downwelling longwave radiation. The range in

simulated cloudiness between climate models causes also the range in short-

wave radiation at the ice surface, but the spread in the absorbed shortwave

radiation determined by the range in incident shortwave radiation and sur-

face albedo, is not sufficient to rectify the spread in equilibrium thickness

(Eisenman et al., 2007).

The effect of cloudiness on the surface energy balance has a strong sea-

sonal difference between summer and winter. Walsh and Chapman (1998)

estimate that the difference in the net surface radiation between cloudy
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and clear sky conditions is strongly negative, over -50 Wm−2, in summer

and positive, about 20-30 Wm−2, from September to March. The increased

cloudiness would thus have a cooling effect during summer, while in the

winter the effect would be contrary, and hence it could be a possible factor

causing decrease in the seasonal variability of ice thickness.
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Chapter 6

Summary and conclusions

6.1 Sea ice physics

The theory behind sea ice thickness growth and decay through both ther-

modynamics and deformations, as well as the conditions in the Arctic, were

described in Chapter 2. Thermodynamical growth and melt occurs due to

imbalance between net heat fluxes at upper and lower boundary and in-

ternal heat conduction. Ice growth is dependent on temperature difference

between upper and lower surfaces, and since the ice-ocean interphase is

always in the freezing point, SAT becomes an important indicator of ther-

modynamical ice growth. Also the thickness of ice and overlying snow is an

important attribute on growth rate, since they determine the distance over

which the latent heat released in the freezing at the ice bottom must be

conducted. Unlike the ice growth, the melting occurs mostly in the upper

surface and is thus nearly independent of ice thickness.

Growth rate of ice decreases with increasing thickness while summer melt

remains nearly unchanged, and after several years ice reaches a point where

growth in the winter is balanced by melting in the summer. This is called

equilibrium thickness, and in the Arctic Ocean it is in the range of 3 to 5

meters at the end of growth season, depending on the assumed conditions

(Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971).

Ice dynamics depend on momentum balance, ice rheology, ice strength

and mass balance (Wadhams, 2000). In the momentum balance equation
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(2.6) dominating terms are air and wind stresses, and internal friction in

the case of compact ice field (concentration over 80%)(Leppäranta, 2005),

like typically in the Arctic Ocean. The behaviour of compact ice field can

be solved using several different rheologies, of which three basic rheologies

are linear elastic, linear viscous and ideal plastic.

The tensile strength of ice is very small (Leppäranta, 2005) and divergent

stress over ice field can open up cracks which widen to form leads. When

the stress field becomes convergent and sufficient strong the weakest part of

ice cover, usually young ice in refrozen leads, is crushed building up heaps of

broken ice blocks above and below the water level, so called pressure ridges

(Wadhams, 2000). These pressure ridges can reach very high thicknesses,

much greater than thermodynamically grown ice floes, and in the regions

where ice ridges are present they make an important contribution to total

mass of sea ice.

Ice floes with different thicknesses respond differently to similar forcing

and many properties of sea ice depend strongly on its thickness (Thorndike

et al., 1975). When studing the properties of ice pack it is thus impor-

tant to know the properties and relative extent of different ice thicknesses.

Theory of thickness distribution was developed by Thorndike et al. (1975).

Thickness distribution is a probability density function, that describes the

fractional area covered by ice with different thicknesses in particular region.

In the ice thickness distribution three main ice types, FYI, MYI and

deformed ice, can be determined by setting the thickness range of each

type. FYI has experinced no more than one growth and one melting season,

and on the basis of model of Maykut and Untersteiner (1971) it can be

assumed to reach as maximum about 2 meters in the end of growth season

in spring, and about 1 meter after summer melt in autumn. In the ice

thickness distribution ice to the right from FYI consists MYI. Thickness of

level MYI approaches the equilibrium thickness, which can be set as upper

limit for MYI, i.e. depending on climatological conditions 3-5m. Ice thicker

than equilibrium thickness is most likely deformed.

Typical shape of the ice thickness distribution depend on the ice regions

climatological conditions. In PIZ ice is present during all seasons, while in
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SIZ ocean gets ice free by the end of summer. In spring the ice thickness

distribution both in PIZ and in SIZ have typically one clear peak that is

located in FYI in SIZ, and in MYI in PIZ. In autumn PIZ have typically bi-

modal thickness distribution with modal thickness in MYI, second maximum

in very thin FYI and a local minimum between them. In SIZ in autumn the

ice thickness distribution is dominated by very thin FYI and open water

and thicker ice types have minor concentration.

6.2 Arctic conditions

Arctic climate, especially SAT and wind fields, have an important role de-

termining the evolution of Arctic sea ice cover. The annual cycle of SAT

clearly reflects the systematic variation in incoming solar radiation, and is

larger in the central Arctic than in the marginal regions. In general, January

is the coldest month with temperatures below -30◦C over nearly half of the

Arctic Ocean, while July is the warmest with 0◦C over almost entire Arc-

tic (Rigor et al., 2000). SAT in the Arctic has shown an average warming

trend of 0.09◦C per decade, which is twofold compared with Northern Hemi-

sphere trend (Polyakov et al., 2003). SAT trend has significant seasonal and

regional differences, so that largest trends are observed during winter and

spring and over the eastern parts of the Arctic (Rigor et al., 2000). Western

Arctic shows actually slight cooling in the winter (Rigor et al., 2000).

SLP field determines the geostrophic wind, that follows the isobars, and

in the central Arctic geostrophic wind accounts for 60-80% of the variance in

daily ice motion (Thorndike and Colony, 1982). The annual mean SLP field

is characterized by a large anticyclonic gyre close to the Beaufort Sea, but

the strength and location of the anticyclone have notable interannual and

decadal variability. Mean SLP generally decreases across the North Pole

toward the European subarctic. Mean geostrophic wind has an anticyclonic

pattern close to the Alaska, but away from this gyre the mean geostrophic

wind is directed across the 0 meridian from eastern to western side of Arctic.

Walsh et al. (1996) observed a significant decrease in the annual mean SLP

as well as in the monthly means over the Arctic Ocean in the late 1980s,
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with largest change in the central Arctic and during autumn and winter.

Arctic climate has large variability associated with oscillatory modes of

NAO and AO. NAO describes variability in SLP between the Islandic Low

and the Azores High, and it can be considered as a regional manifestation

of more basic annular mode of SLP, AO (Thompson and Wallace, 1998).

The AO and NAO are nearly indistinguishable in the time domain (Deser

et al., 2000), and the time series of AO and NAO show a strong shift from

mostly negative phase to strongly positive phase in the end of 1980s. When

the AO and NAO indexes are in the positive phase, higher pressure at

midlatitudes drives ocean storms farther north and the cyclone activity in

the Arctic increases (Serreze et al., 1997). The AO explains large part of

SLP variations (Rigor et al., 2002), and the alternation in the AO explains

most of the variance in wind, and thus also in the ice motion (Thompson

and Wallace, 1998). AO explains also over half of the SAT changes during

past few decades (Thompson et al., 2000).

Arctic ocean is almost closed basin with only one deep passage, Fram

Strait between Greenland and Svalbard, through which water can change

and ice can be exported easily. The water mass in the Arctic Ocean con-

tains three layers: polar surface water layer, Atlantic water layer and At-

lantic Ocean deep water layer (Wadhams, 2000). Stratification is strong and

there can be found an insulating cold halocline layer over most of the Arc-

tic Ocean, but its temperature and salinity vary regionally (Rudels, 1998).

Steele and Boyd (1998) observed a retreat of CHL in the Eurasian Basin in

the early 1990s, which they assume to result in enhanced oceanic heat fluxes

and thus reduction of ice growth during winter. There have been changes

also in the inflow of Atlantic water (Dickson et al., 2000; Walczowski and

Piechura, 2006) and Pacific water (Shimada et al., 2006), which have most

likely increased the heat transfer to the Arctic Ocean.

The Arctic sea ice extent has large annual cycle, with maximum extent

of about 15, 5 · 106 km2 in late March and minimum of 7, 5 · 106 km2 in

September (Comiso, 2003). Since 1990s there have been number of studies

concerning the decrease in the extent of Arctic sea ice, and the decline

of summer ice extent has continued and even accelerated. The minimum
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extents since 1978 have been recorded in 2005 and 2007, and the minima in

September 2007 was 24% lower than the previous record low in 2005 and

37% less than climatological mean (Comiso et al., 2008).

Thickness of Arctic sea ice is much less known than the extent due to

lack of inclusive observations. In general, thickest ice exists in the Canadian

Archipelago and northern coast of Greenland, where average thickness can

exceed 7 meters (Bourke and Garret, 1987). The mean thickness gradually

decreases towards Eurasian side of the Arctic Ocean. Because of very limited

number of observations the current understanding of the seasonal, regional

and interannual variability of Arctic sea ice thickness is mostly based on

numerical models. According to model results of Rothrock et al. (1999),

Arctic sea ice reaches annual maximum thickness in late April or early May,

and minimum in mid September, and the difference between these maximum

and minimum thicknesses, i.e. seasonal variability is about 1 meter.

Substantial thinning of Arctic ice cover since 1970s has been reported

in several studies, (e.g. Rothrock et al., 1999; Wadhams and Davis, 2000;

Tucker et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2004). Rothrock et al. (1999); Wadhams

and Davis (2000) reported over 40% decline in mean draft since the mid-

1970s. Several model studies (e.g. Hilmer and Lemke, 2000; Zhang et al.,

2000; Holloway and Sou, 2002; Makshtas et al., 2003; Bitz and Roe, 2004;

Rothrock and Zhang, 2005) have been examining forcing mechanisms that

could have caused this observed strong thinning, but with different and even

contrary results.

In the Arctic Ocean motion of ice is largely wind-driven (Wadhams,

2000). In general, ice drift pattern consists of two dominant features: an-

ticyclonic Beaufort Gyre and Transpolar Drift. Beaufort Gyre results from

the average high SLP system, and ice that is formed or trapped in the Beau-

fort Gyre may circulate around Arctic Ocean several years. In Transpolar

drift ice moves from the Siberian coast of Russia across the Arctic basin,

exiting into the North Atlantic through Fram Strait. Ice in Transpolar drift

generally leaves the Arctic Ocean more quickly, usually in one ore two years.

The AO has a substantial impact on wind field, and thus also on ice

motion. Sea ice motion is more cyclonic during the high-index phase of
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AO, and high-index winters show a much reduced Beaufort Gyre and a

westward shifted Transpolar Drift (Rigor et al., 2002). During relatively

low AO-index conditions, Beaufort Gyre is strengthened and ice circulates

in the large Beaufort Gyre for long time, over 10 years (Rigor and Wallace,

2004). The longer the ice circulates in the Arctic, the more time it has to

grow both thermodynamically and through deformations. Thus the change

in the drift pattern and average travel time can cause significant changes in

the ice thickness. The ice export, which occurs almost solely through Fram

Strait, is other attribute in ice motion that can have significant impact on

ice thickness in the Arctic Ocean (e.g. Vinje, 2001; Hilmer and Jung, 2000).

6.3 Results

Sea ice draft data collected with submarine based sonars during the period

1975-2000 are analysed to determine the regional, seasonal and interannual

variability of Arctic sea ice thickness and volume, and their changes dur-

ing the 26-year period. The composition of ice cover and its evolution is

examined from draft and volume distributions.

Results reveal considerable decrease in mean draft and in its seasonal

variability, but with strong regional differences. Thinning is in general

stronger in spring than in autumn, and in spring over 0.7 m decrease in

mean draft is observed in all other regions except in Chukchi Cap and

Nansen Basin, which show a slight increase. Canada Basin is the only re-

gion where thinning in autumn exceeds the decline in spring, while in North

Pole, Beaufort Sea and Eastern Arctic the decrease in autumn mean draft is

only one third of the decline in spring. In Chukchi Cap autumn mean draft

has increased about 0.2 m, but in Nansen Basin it has remained unchanged.

The stronger thinning in spring has led to decrease in seasonal variability

in most of the regions. Also the regional variability has decreased, since

thinning has been strongest in the regions of initially thickest ice.

Draft distributions show considerable changes. In spring the peak of draft

distributions has turned generally to more narrow form and shifted toward

thinner ice, since the concentration of FYI and thin MYI has increased
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and the concentration of deformed ice has decreased. In Beaufort Sea and

Chukchi Cap the peak has shifted from MYI to FYI. In autumn bi-modal

structure of draft distributions has strengthened in PIZ, i.e. in North Pole,

Canada Basin, Eastern Arctic and Nansen Basin, due to the increase in FYI

and decrease in thick ice. In autumn draft distribution has changed most

remarkably in Beaufort Sea, where it turned from PIZ type to SIZ type.

The strongest as well as seasonally and regionally most uniform of all

observed changes is the loss of thick, most likely deformed ice. In spring,

there is over 40% decrease in concentration of ice thicker than D = 3.5

m in Beaufort Sea, Chukchi Cap and Eastern Arctic, and in very thick

ice with D > 5 m decrease exceeds 40% in North Pole, Chukchi Cap and

Eastern Arctic. In autumn the decline is more modest and exceeds 40%

only in Canada Basin, but is still more than 10% in all regions, except in

Nansen Basin (-4% when D > 3.5 m, -2% when D > 5 m). Decrease in

the variability of ice bottom profile indicates flatter ice bottom surface, and

thus also reflects the reduction of deformed ice.

Ice volume distributions reveal that the thinning and decline in ice vol-

ume has occurred due to the loss of thick, mostly deformed ice. Nansen

Basin is the only region where the total ice volume has remained unchanged

in both seasons, while in all other regions changes are significant and mostly

larger in spring than in autumn. In spring total ice volume has decreased

over 15% in all regions, except in Nansen Basin, and the volume loss has

occurred in the ice with D > 3m in Beaufort Sea and Chukchi Cap, in the

ice with D > 4 m in Canada Basin and Eastern Arctic and in the ice with

D > 8 m in North Pole. In autumn the change in total ice volume is largest

in Canada Basin (-24%), which is the only region where decline is greater

in autumn than in spring. Evolution of autumn ice volume is exceptional

in Chukchi Cap, where total autumn ice volume has increased 19%, which

is pronounced in all ice categories with D > 1 m.

The composition of total ice volume has changed in all regions. In general,

the volume of FYI has increased, while the volume of thick, mostly deformed

ice has decreased. Since the decrease in the volume of deformed ice exceeds

the increase in FYI, total ice volume has mostly declined. Chukchi Cap
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is an exception with increasing autumn ice volume, which is the result of

strong increas in the amount of MYI. Nansen Basin is also conspicuous with

very small changes.

6.4 Conclusions

Results presented in Chapter 4 confirm the assessment of strong changes in

the Arctic sea ice cover, which have been reported in several studies during

the past decade (e.g. Rothrock et al., 1999; Wadhams and Davis, 2000; Rigor

and Wallace, 2004; Comiso, 2002; Yu et al., 2004). Taking into account the

accuracy of sonar measurements, changes in the mean draft and ice volume

can be considered significant in all other regions except in Nansen Basin,

and during spring in Chukchi Cap. On the other hand, these observations

of unchanged conditions are significant feature of the evolution of Arctic sea

ice pack, and represent the complex interplay between thermodynamics and

dynamics.

In addition to overall thinning, submarine sonar data reveal the decline

of regional and seasonal variability. The decline in regional variability is

the result of spatially uneven thinning rates, since the strongest thinning

has occurred in the regions with initially thickest ice. Seasonal variability

is reduced, when thinning has been more pronounced in spring than in

autumn, i.e. the decrease in annual maximum thickness is larger than in

annual minimum thickness. These changes can not be explained with only

changes in the SAT, but they can still, at least for some part, be results of

changes in thermodynamical forcing. As Bitz and Roe (2004) showed, the

negative correlation between ice thickness and growth rate causes that thin

ice adjusts more quickly to perturbations than thick ice. Thinner ice need

not thin much to increase its growth rate remarkably, while thick ice must

thin much more before any significant increase in growth rate. Therefore a

small increase in SAT would cause larger changes in thick ice, which agrees

with observed highest thinning rates in the annual maximum thicknesses

and in the regions with initially thickest ice.

Ice dynamics have an essential impact on ice thickness and its distribution
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over the Arctic Ocean, and changes in the dynamical forcing are evident in

the studies of (e.g Rigor et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2000) as well as in the

wind fields produced from ERA-40 reanalysis (Figure 5.3). Shift in the

drift pattern, mostly due to the weakening of Beaufort Gyre in the end

of 1980s, correspond well with observed strong thinning in Beaufort Sea,

Canada Basin and Eastern Arctic, and also with unchanged thickness in

Nansen Basin. In western Arctic thinning due to dynamical forcing results

from the decrease in average ice age and in the level of compression, while

in the Eastern Arctic thinning can have been caused by the shift in the

origin of ice advection towards the dominance of SIZ in the Siberian coast.

In Nansen Basin change of the ice advection has balanced the influence of

thermodynamics, when the origin of ice entering into the region has shifted

from the dominance SIZ of Kara and Laptev Seas to dominance of PIZ

around North Pole.

The regionally and seasonally most uniform of all observed changes is

the loss of thick, mostly deformed ice. Also this evolution can be result

of both thermodynamical and dynamical forcing. As discussed in section

5.3, changes in thermodynamical forcing can cause the loss of ridged ice

through the thinning of level ice and the enhanced bottom melting due to

the increased oceanic heat flux. Effect of dynamics is more straigthforward,

when the decline in the compression decreases the level of deformation.

Basing on the Figure 5.4 it can be assumed, that effect of changes in the

dynamical forcing on the deformed ice volume is largest in Canada Basin

and Beaufort Sea, where the changes are then advected forward. Most likely

both forcing mechanisms have been influencing simultaneously.

Publicly available submarine sonar data extend to year 2000. Changes of

the Arctic sea ice cover have continued and even accelerated since that, as

the extreme minima in ice extent recorded in September 2007 (Comiso et al.,

2008) shows. After 2000 there have been couple of submarine cruises ac-

complished in the Arctic Ocean, and the data collected during these cruises

will probably show even more extensive changes in the draft and volume

distributions than presented in this study.
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